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did a day’s work except to occasionally years, until the last sound of the year
glimpse of them for two months after ye worren’t there ?”
terson left her comfortable home for sparsely over the rest of the house.
aid merchants in invoicing their goods 99,999 of the Christian era.
“
Oh
1”
And
a
little
hysterical
laugh
they
were
settled
a
t
her
left
hand.
They had very little society, for
ever. In the twenty long years of her
Moreover, it tells on its face the cor
and in this business he has been known
followed.
Then,
with
much
slipping
One
dark
wintery
night
there
set
in
married life she had been childless, and Peter’s social developement had always
rect
time for various latitudes, together
to
keep
a
score
or
more
of
clerks
busy
and
scrambling,
the
two
thoroughly
wet
a
heavy
rain,
so
heavy
that
neither
yet never regretted it. She had, in her been small ; but Lydia found enough to
E dited by DR. J. HAMER, S r.
with
the phases of the moon and a
women went down one set of steps and footing up columns of figures. He is a
want of other and nobler occupations, do in her new house and her evening Peter nor Lydia thought it safe to go
variety
of useful information generally
very
large
man
and
has
a
look
the
re
up another, slid a dollar ¡into the will
M atter, Force and Consequent eaten too much and walking to little; so meetings ; and Peter joined a men’s tem out, for the water froze as it fell, and ing palm of the city guardian, and ring verse of intelligent. Having no occu confined to the pages of an almanac.
one day she was found lifeless on her perance society, who held their meet the streets were a Sheet of wet ice; they
M otion
It also contains a vast number of
ing their own bell, were soon inside their pation, he lives among his acquaint
parlor floor, from an attack of apoplexy. ings in the same building where Lydia’s were very much disappointed, for that
working
figures representing the life of
ances,
putting
up
wherever
night
over,
own
door.
night Mrs. Johnson-Park and Miss
Now Peter had at least fifty thousand ■branch of the women’s league held theirs,
man,
the
creed of Christendom and the
takes
him.
He
is
very
proud
of
his
■ ( continued from last week .)
She
next
afternoon
Peter
encounter
so that it was remarkably convenient Abeline Nary, were to speak in a grand
ancient
Pagan
and Teutonic mytholo
gift,
and
frequently
compares
himself
ed
at
the
reading
room
of
his
special
Having under consideration the Arch dollars well invested, and on a lucky for them to go and come together.
meeting for “ both sexes,” as the adver
day he was offered thirty thousand more
gies.
Sixty
separate
and individual
to
Samson.Fields
gave
an
exhibition
ol
society
a
prominent
temperance
man
aean Periods of our planet’s history,
Deprived of any other outlet for his ; tisement specially announced. But
for the stock and custom of his store
ized
statuettes
strike
the
sixty minutes.
his
powers
before
Gov.
Crittenden
and
who
was
thoroughly
at
work
for
the
the age during which, from all indica
Peter was to rotund to trust himself
no longer a mere tailor’s shop, but a busy nature, Peter soon became a pro
cause, knew all about its organizations other distinguished men, of Missouri, Death is represented, as in Holbein’s
tions, the physical basis and phenomena
out
in
such
a
state
of
things,
and
Lydia
great, profitable clothing establishment. minent person in the M. T. A. Circle,
on a late visit West, a’ld they unhesi famous dance, in the form of a skeleton.
and “ run” its mass meetings.
belonging to vegetable and animal life
No. 4. He rose to the rank of secretary could not go alone ; so they passed a
He
sold
Out
his
business,
invested
his
in an undeveloped state had a com
In the course of conversation Peter tatingly pronounce him one of the great In another part appear the twelve apos
quiet evening by the fire, or rather by
money, and went back to Framingham, and was then elected vice president.
est wonders of the century.— Courier- tles, the seven ages of man, modeled
mencement, the question arises, what
Lydia had no such honors showered on that hole in the floor which represents remarked to Mr. Blair that it was very
where
he
was
born,
to
try
a
change
of
after the description of Shakespeare,
Journal.
was it that constituted primeval vege
her ; naturally modest, she was afraid the family hearth in city houses, Peter sad to find out drunkenness was spread
air.
Here
he
found
his
old
sweetheart
the four seasons, the twelve signs of the
table and animal life. All vegetable
to speak before a crowd of strangers. reading aloud the latest papers and ing among women. “ Only last night,
Lydia
Marsh,
still
alive
and
unmarried
H
ow
T
h
e
y
Get
Home.
Zodiac,
and so on.
and animal life has its starting point
But while her sensitive womanhood led_ pamphlets issued by the temperance sir,” he went on, with the slight pom
During
the night time a watchman
Lydia
had
grown
tall,
thin
and
gray
from a single protoplasmic cell in the
her to keep silence , she was a regular party, and Lydia peacefully knitting posity of a man who knows of what he
“
One
of
the
strangest
things
to
me
sallies
forth
and blows the hour upon
since
he
knew
her;
but
she
was
still
formation of which is united certain
attendant and a liberal contributor, so on a silk stocking destined for her lord speaks, and is qualified therefore to in remarked a physician last evening, “ is his horn ; while at sunrise a chanti
meek,
simple,
affectionate
and
very
glad
elements of matter to which we have
struct his hearer—“yes, only last night
the “8isterin” did not frown upon her. and master.
the manner in which some intoxicated cleer appears and crows lustily. The
already refered, and the animal organ to renew her acquaintance with Peter,
There were some awful revelations I was aroused by frantic peals of my
Peter,
however,
was
active
as
a
blue
men find their homes. For instance, I cuckoo also calls ; but only once a
ism, no matter to what degree it has. who had found but a few who her ememin those papers that excited Peter very door bell, loud cries and knoekings, and
bottle
fly
;
he
talked
and
prayed
and
had a very wealthy patient send for me year—on the first day in spring. Be
been developed, there are parts of the bered left in Framingham, and was
much ; statistics as to the amount of when I hurried down and opened the
worked
with
vigorous
zeal
;
he
button
the
other morning. He wanted me to sides the figures there is a whole series
organism in which occur phenomena glad of one cordial welcome. Now,
habitual drunkenness among the fem door there stood two quite respectable
holed
indifferent
men,
and
awoke
their
dress
a wound on the back of his head. of movable figures in enamel, exhibit
Lydia
Marsh,
having
enough
money
to
the same as what belong to the lowest
ale leaders of society in the city shock females. I caught a glimpse of a velvet
interests
;
he
hauled
more
than
one
He
was
utterly unable to tell how he ing in succession the seven days of cre
live
on
as
single
women
do
live
in
the
forms of animal life. The delicate
ed bis very soul; he read and reread, dress, sir, on one, and I think the other
youth
from
the
saloons
where
he
was
received
it.
It was a severe cut, and ation, and the fourteen stations of the
country,
and
little
enough
to
do
in
her
structure of the air cells and blood ves
commented aud groaned, till Lydia be was clothed in satin—yes sir, I should
begining
to
slide
down
the
easy
descent
must
have
been
very painful. Inquiry cross. At a certain hour a little sachhouse
where
a
bound
girl
and
a
cat
sels of the human lungs, as well as that
gan to shiver at the thought that all say yellow satin”—(On, Peter! it was
of degradation, and helped him to stand
developed
that
the gentleman had at ristan rings a bell in the spire and
constituted
all
the
family,
had
taken
of all the higher animals, is composed
the rich and aristocratic women in Got old gold !); “ but their hair was strag- j
thereafter
on
bis
feet
;
and
many
a
wife,
tended
a
banquet
the night before which kneels down and folds his hands, as if
violently
to
the
temperance
cause.
It
of numerous animal cells (monera) in
ham were in constant danger of delir gled all out and their faces red. They
bereft
worse
than
by
death,
many
a
was
a
very
lively
affair. In the early in prayer ; and, above all, the musical
is
an
odd
thing
that
almost
all
the
old
close connection one with the other.
ium tremens. In fact when bedtime was manifestly inebriated—yes, sir, they
morning he departed for home. He re works are said to have a sweet and de
Through these is manifested an active maids and widows in a country town family more than fatherless children, came and sleep descended on the eyes of was indeed.”
membered in a rather muddled way licious flute-like tone.
energy, force acting in opposite direc do become devoted either to the work blessed the good, fussy little man who the worthy pair, they were both dream
“ Dear m e! dear m e! And what did
fed
and
clothed
them,
and
promptly
every
incident that happened to him
tions carrying into the'differentiated of temperance or the cause of foreign
ing of reeling women in sealskin and you do with them ?” inquired good Mr.
clapped
the
drunken
brute
who
figured
up
to
the
time of reaching the street.
Singular.
organism of which they form a part, missions. There may be plenty of white
velvet, diamonds glittering in their ears, Blair.
as
the
“
head”
of
those
desolate
house
After
that
all is a blank, and he can
oxygen, which they attract from the heathens at their door; their next neigh
“
Let
them
alone,
sir.
Yes,
sir,
let
and plooms waving above their foolish
air, and at the same time expelling bor may be a drunkard and abuse his holds into the places prepared for such faces, who blocked Fifth avenue, and them severely alone, There’s a police recall nothing until he woke in bed
A singular instance of what is called
that morning with a lacerated and
carbonic acid with which they are wife and children , but these specialties transgressors.
refused passage to sober folk, when they man has a midnight beat on our street;
“ transferred impression” occurred in
painful head. How, when or where he
About a year after Peter set up his were simultaneously roused by a sharp I ruther think he raked ’em in.”
brought in contact. We have evidence do not interest them ; they take to glit
connection with the death of the late
received
his wound he cannot tell.
household
gods
in
the
uptown
block,
tering
generalities
even
as
ducks
to
that this action is automatic as well as
imperative ring at the door bell.
“ By the way, Mr. Patterson, our mass Yet he was able to find his home, Dr. J . Marion Sims, the eminent New
the process of breathing connected with water, and find a pleasant excitement the city was visited by two noted females
York physician. His friend, Dr. MacPeter jumped and hurried on his meeting to-night is put off. 1 just went
it. We know in our own persons that in figuring as officers of an organization apostles of the temperance cause—Mrs. clothes. “ Don’t you come!” he smartly up----- street to see Mrs. Johnson-Park upen the door aqd get into bed.' I feel key, of Washington, rose suddenly
the acts of inspiration and expiration The married women with husbands and Johnson-Park and Miss Adeline Nary. addressed Lydia. “I t ’s probably mur in answer to a telegram she sent me, inclined to accept Falstaff’s reasoning from his bed one morning at 3 o’clock
and say that such people reach their
go on all the same during our sleeping children to provide for, have “ other fish Their eloquence of speech, their organ der, or fire. You stay light here.”
and began pacing the floor, informing
and found her seriously ill—quite una destination by instinct.—Phila. Call.
as well as wakiog hours and that alter to fry,” and with a few sad and painful izing powers, their acceptance with the
his wife that' he had had a terrible
ble
to
speak
to-night.
She
is
threaten
Lydia sank back obediently, and
nate attractive and repulsive forces exceptions adhere to their womanly sisters everywhere, were the theme of
dream
which prevented his sleeping.
ed
with
rheumatic
fever,
and
Miss
Nary
another loud peel hurried Peter to the
A rctic Cold.
continue to act, and chemical changes duties in “ that sweet, safe corner by every tongue. Quiet Lydia came home
He
had
dreamed that Dr. Sims had ap
has
a
hoarse
cold.”
door. He stopped to light the gas in
to take place both analytical and syn the household fire,” made for good from her weekly meeting . full of mild
peared
to
him with a face like that of a
“
Oh
!
I
hoped
I
should
hear
them
to
A person who has never been in the
enthusiasm. She was carried away the hall, and as it flashed up, heard a
thetical, the oxygen separated from the women.
night,” said Peter, in a tone of disap polar regions can probably have no corpse, and said “James the Fourth is
carriage
drive
away,
and
another
ring
Now Peter was dull and lonesome with her sister Park. Never had she
air, and then united with the venous
smote on his ear. He opened the door -pointment.
idea of what cold really i s ; but by dead.” Dr. Sims was in the habit of
blood, the carbon taken from the ven in his inn, and it became a matter of heard such fluent speech, so clear, so
“No one will. You see, the meeting reading the terrible experiences of speaking of himself as James the Fourth
and
the
light
streamed
on
two
women
ous blood which is then converted into course with him to spend his evenings convincing, so tender, and as for sister
flushed to tbs face, dripping with rain, last evening closed very late, and the arctic travelers in that icy region some because he was the fourth James in his
arterial blood and united with oxygen with Lydia. The amiable enthusiast Nary, she never heard such a prayer as clothed with old waterproof cloaks, dis night was so rainy the driver of their
notion can be formed of the extreme family. A telegram announcing Dr.
forming carbonic acid is expelled from plied him with her own notions and that woman made—never 1
carriage
made
a
mistake
and
stopped
heveled curls peeping from one hood,
cold that prevails there.
When we Sim’8 death at 3 o’clock that morning
And so she went on daily, for she
the organism. In like manner through achievements till he became interested
at
the
wrong
door—the
next
house.
and a straight rough bang from the
have the temperature down to zero out was brought to Dr. Mackey before
animal cells in differentiated organisms deeply both in her and her work. The left the household to Betsey Ann and
They
did
not
know
it,
and
made
fruit
other. “ Go off the steps, you drunken
of doors we think it is bitterly cold, breakfast. I t was at 3 the doctor,
is nutriment derived from other animal old love, like Aaron’s dry rod, budded the cat, and followed these two wher
less
efforts
to
get
in,
standing
in
the
wretches 1” screamed Peter slrmming
and if our houses were not so warm as, awakening from his dream, had looked
or vegetable organisms, introduced and blossomed, and he made a formal ever they went to preach or to teach, in
cold
rain
till
they
were
wet
through,
be
the door in their faces. Then he turn
at least 60 degrees below zero, we at the clock, and on looking again he
into and assimilated to the growth or proposal to Lydia, who modestly accept- the churches, thè halls, the—anywhere.
fore
a
policeman
passed
and
pointed
ed down the gas and listened at the
should begin to talk of freezing to found that the clock had stopped at
formation of new cells in the complex him for better or worse. By this time Peter could not but share in her interest
out
their
mistake.
I
am
afraid
they
keyhole.
death. Think, then, of living where that hour.
organisms. In this latter case nutri Peter was extremely bored by Fram- he listened to her reports of meetings
will
both
be
seriously
ill.”
the thermometer goes down to 35 de
“ Oh, Jane! how dreadful! It must
tion and growth in the higher animals I ingham’s quiet and dullness. He was by with both his ears and all his soul. He
A terrible idea darted into Peter’s grees below zero in the house in spite
W ords of W isdom .
be
that
brother
of
Bridget’s
that
was
there appears to be a division of labor no means desirous to spend the rest of looked upon Lydia as favored above
head.
“Did
you
say
they
live
on——
of the stove. Of course in such a case
among the animal cells : some cells at his day» there. His dyspepsia was bet measure, and fairly pined to have these to come as our waiter to-day ; he don’t street?” he gasped. “ What number?”
Have a care for a silent dog and a
the fur garments are piled on until a
know
us.
Oh,
I
stagger
so
on
this
wet
tract and carry into the organisms the ter, and he discovered that Lydia was wonderful women admit the general
“Two hundred and eighteen.”
still
water.
man
looks
like
a
great
bundle
of
skins.
nutriment prepared from other organ an excellent cook and housekeeper; public to their presence, and allowed ice!”
“
0
—h
1
”
groaned
Peter.
Soft
words, warm friends; bitter
Dr.
Moss,
of
the
English
polar
expedi
Peter caught the words, “dreadful”
isms, animal or vegetable, while others consequently he persuaded her'to set them to share their gifts and graces ;
He had called the women he worship tion of 1875 and 1876, among other words, lasting enemies.
and
“stagger,”
and
nodded
his
head
carry outward and expel from the or an early day for the wedding, and has but the meetings so far were so crowded
ed afar off, the great lights of the M. N. odd things, tells of the effect of cold on
Self-preservation is the first law of
ganisms matter the product of the ten back to the city to provide a new with women that there was no place sagaciously.
Again the bell rang fiercely, and two 0. P.-Q. “drunken wretches” to their a wax candle which he burned there. nature, but too many in this world act
found for men.
forces acting within the organism. borne.
faces. Poor Peter Patterson !—Rose The temperature was 35 degrees below
as if it were the only one.
One day Betsy Ann announced to pair of hands assaulted the door. I t Terry Cooke in Harper's Bazaar.
Of course, with his moderate means,
Returning again to the consider
zero, and the doctor must have been
ation of the individual cell discon he had to buy a bouse in a block ; but Lydia that “somebody’s ben amovin’ shook, but did not yield.
The path of duty is near, yet men
considerably discouraged when, upon
“ Why don’t you open the door? We
nected and apart from other cells, it is then there are certain conveniences in into the next house, Mis’ Patterson ;
seek
it afar off. Go home and seek it
Rubeu Fields, of K entucky and H is looking at bis candle, he discovered
now an established fact that the phe that your house is warmer than a single p’raps you’re goin’ to hev neighbors are frozen. Where is Bridget? We
and
you
will not lack teachers.
that the flame had all it could do to
W onderful F e a ts w ith Figures.
nomena of life in the individual cell, mansion ; your neighbors cannot make that side, ef you haven’t got them t ’other are wet through. Let us in 1”
keep warm. I t was so cold that the
As reasonably expect oaks from a
“H-m 1 Evidently not used to cold
It had been a mystery and a trial to
whether animator vegetable, are identi more outside show than you do; a block,
flame
could
not
melt
all
the
wax
of
the
mushroom
bed as great and durable
Ruben
Fields,
a
most
extraordinary
water,”
chuckled
Peter,
groping
his
way
cally the same, “and the living sub like death, reduces men to the same Lydia ever since she came to her new
candle,
but
was
forced
to
eat
its
way
profits
from
small and hasty efforts.
individual,
has
returned
to
his
home
up
the
stairs,
and
finding
Lydia
quite
stance which exhibits them is in nature level—apparently, at least; and whether home that her next door neighbors did
down
the
candle,
leaving
a
sort
of
near
this
place,
after
an
absence
of
some
pale
with
fright.
Never allow yourself to do wrong
essentially the same throughout both you wish to have a characteristic dwel not call on her. She did not even
“ Ohlohl What—what was it, Peter?” years in the west. Fields is known far skeleton of the candle standing. There because it seems trifling, nor neglect
* kingdoms.” The only thing that marks ling or not, you can’t have it, except know their names. She saw a man
“ Nothing—nothing ray dear. Two and wide as the “ Mathematical Prodigy, was heat enough, however, to melt doing • a good action because it seems
the distinction between the vegetable within. Lydia gasped a little at the leave the house after breakfast and re
oddly shaped boles in the thin walls of
and animal cell, is that the former ab idea of “goin’ to York to live.” It was turn before dinner, and sometimes she manifestly inebriated females who wish and, indeed he is a most wonderful crea
to be small.
wax, and the result was a beautiful
ture.
Perfectly
illiterate,
not
being
sorbs (attracts) from the environments a great elevation, and Framingham saw a lady go out and take the cross to get in. Sad—very sad ; but so. You
A life of earnest work and positive
lace-like cylinder of white, with a
air or water, in which it lives, for its people bristled with envy but Lydia town cars ;. once she had done that at recollect what The Goldwater Herald able to tell one letter or figure from an
benevolence is the great safeguard
tongue of yellow flame burning inside
nourishment, inorganic elements by rather dreaded it. However, Peter the same time, but she did not quite said in that article on the increasing in other, he bears the same relation to the
it
and sending out into the darkness against the selfish and slavish misery
science
of
mathematics
that
Blind
Tom
means of which the acting forces with soothed her with stories of city con dare to “scrape acquaintance,” as she temperance of the female sex this even
of over-sensitiveness, and the more
many streaks of light. This is not only
in the organism produce the organic veniences ; a kitchen where the water, termed it, she could not address the ing ? Well this is an awful proof of the does to music. Fields is now about
resolutely we do embrace the one the
a curious effect of extreme cold, but it
compounds, at the expense of the inor both hot and cold, came into the siuk lady by name. It seemed a cold un correctness of the statement. You twenty-eight years of age, and his abil
shows how difficult it must be to find more entirely shall we escape the other.
ganic elements with which it is sup at her pleasure; no lamps to fill or trim christian like way to live, but after a won’t be troubled with them, I think ity to quick and correctly solve the
Whatever education or experience
most difficult problems was discovered anything like warmth in a place where
plied by Air and Water,” which com no weekly butcher to wait and stay at time she became used to it, and in her any more.”
tends
to make man or woman more
even
fire
itself
almost
gets
cold.
The
“ Oh, Peter 1 what if it should be the when he was but eight years old. That
pounds the energy within applies to home fo r; all the needs and luxuries of interesting meetings forgot this unpleas
thoughtful,
more intelligent, more inde
wonder
is
that
any
man
can
have
the
faculty continued to develop until he is
the increase of the organism. But the life close at hand ; unlimited meetings ant state of things. The left hand house people in the next house?”
pendent
and
happier, will also improve
courage
to
willingly
return
to
such
a
able
to
solve,
with
lightening-like
rapid
“ It may be. I think their late hours
latter is dependent “ for nutriment upon and temperance lectures ; and affiliation had long been empty, but Lydia was
the
work
of
the world, supply the
bitter
region
after
having
once
got
ity,
any
problem
in
simple
or
compound
organic compounds already formed.” awaiting her with all the women’s unions not so sanguine about its new occupants point in that direction.”
wants
of
the
community,
and promote
safely
away
from
it,
and
yet
the
truth
fractions,
or
anything
in
the
higher
And with a comfortable sense of being
The vegetable organism therefore, it and female leagues known to her hither as her hand maid. Still, being from
in
the
best
and
most
permanent
way
is
that
the
spirit
of
adventure
is
so
branches
of
mathematics.
For
instance,
would seem, is the labratory in which to as distant glories and powers through the country, where we make it our morally far above his neighbors, Peter
the
highest
welfare
of
the
country.
strong
in
some
men
that
it
is
the
very
the
moon
is
a
certain
number
of
is formed from the inorganic elements the newspapers. What a change from business to know every man, woman and lay down and slept the sleep of the con
miles from the earth ; a grain of corn hardship and danger which attract
organic compounds upon which the the one feeble society in Framingham child who goes into or comes out of scious upright man.
is
so long; how many grains will it them.
Young wife (petulantly)—Well, even
Meantime the two luckless women on
animal cell is dependent for nutriment. where she had only been a member !— the next bouses, and those across the
take
to
connect
the
points?
The
ans
if
I don’t come to meet you every
( continued next week .)
one of three—the other six were all of streets besides, Lydia did turn, a watch the doorstep had been fortunate enough
A
W
onderful
Clock.
wer
to
this
or
any
other
problem
comes
night
as I used, what does it signify ?
ful eye on the new family. She observ to see a policeman in the distance, and
ficers.
like
a
flash.
He
can
also
tell
to
the
Young
husband—-That we have been
waited
till
he
was
near,
the
tallest
one
So in due time Lydia was installed ed that they kept later hours than she
Another great clock has been added married six months.
fraction
of
a
second
the
time
of
day
or
in her new home, along with the willing and Peter did, for night after night, said :
“ Won’t you be kind enough to make night. This marvelous man has been to the herological wonders of the
bound girl and the unwilling cat, and when Peter had locked every lock and
tested by the most expert mathemati world—a piece of mechanicism that
Pliny says that headache may be thus
He was a tailor by trade, this Peter, reveled in the glories of a city house turned out every burner, when the cat the inmates here open the door? We cians and his answers to problems have will vie with the elaborate marvel of
a tailor in the great city of Gotham. with a basement kitchen, a parlor with was slaughtering the innocents in the were careless enough to forget the latch been found to be invariably correct. Strassburg cathedral, and put the pro cured. Extract the small bone from
He left the Country in his first youth, red plush furniture and a blue tapestry cellarand kitchen, when Betsy was snor key and the new servant did not recog Scientists have examined Field’s head cessional curiosity of Berne Tower into the bead of a snail found between two
cart ruts, pass it through a gold ring
answeiing an advertisement in a daily carpet, ornamented with large and for ing in the attic, and the worthy pair nize us.
“ Are ye sure ’tis the roight door? and pronounce his wonderful develop the shade. The latest effort of the re with a piece"of ivory, sew it in a piece of
paper, and being honest and plodding, bidding portraits of Peter in his neatly themselves were safe in bed and asleep
ed faculty a profound mystery to them. nowned Christian Martin of Yillingin,
worked his way up till he had a business parted wig and Sunday coat vis-a-vis Lydia would suddenly wake, lift her guessed the astute policeman. “ Fwhat’s Fields knows little else than this extra in the Black Forest, is said, in its way, dog skin and fasten it to the patient.
of bis own, ceased to think of little with the first Mrs Peter, round and snug deep frilled nightcap from the pillow the number av yer own?”
“ Two hundred and eighteen,’’wasthe ordinary ability. He claims that his to surpass anything of the kind yet at
Lydia Marsh, the sweetheart w-bo had in a black velvet gown. It is as cheap and hearing the roll of a carriage come
When asked about his ancestry, the
power in this respect is a direct gift tempted. It is three and a half meters
never forgotten him, and became a well to be painted in velvet as in calico. up the street, stop, a bell rung sharply prompt answer.
favorite
answer of the gyp®y is : “My
Datsy flashed his bull’s eye on the from his Creator, and liable to be taken high, two and three-quarters broad,
to do man, with a stout, easy gojng wife This state apartment was kept dark and and doors open and shut, she would re
father
was
a crow and my mother a
and
shows
the
seconds,
minutes,
quar
away from him if not properly used.
and a comfortable home in an unfashion still. The square room behind it was mark to the still slumbering Peter. door. “ Ah, thin, I thought that was
magpie,”
and
he will say nothing more
ter
hours,
hours,
days,
weeks,
months,
The possessor of this gift never went
the living room, and both Peter’s and “Those folks next door is pretty late the way av i t ; ’tis next doorye a re ; an’
able quarter of lhecit 3T.
definite
if
he
can
avoid it.
the
four
seasons,
the
years,
the
leap
why would they be for lettin’ ye in when to school a day in his life, and never
In due course of time Mrs, fete r Pat Lydia’s old furnishings were sprinkled birds.” Yet she ha<J never caught a

Department of Science.

PETER PATTERSON.

q g a a o o se n

¿¿£21
by the company to thrift in its employ
es are superior to those of most savings
institutions. The money can be depos
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
ited and drawn where it is earned, do
COLli.EGEVIL.LE, MONTG. CO., PA. ing away, in the case of employes out
on the main line and its branches, with
E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor. the necessity of a trip to some large
town for the purpose.
T hursday, D ecem . 22, 1887.
T h e Pennsylvania State Grange when
S u l l iv a n might serve as a formida recently in session at Harrisburg, had
ble candidate for the Presidency. The a sensation in the shape of a very pow
inference is plain that the great dailies erful report from its State Overseer.
regard him as a greater man than Mr. T. S. McSparrow of Lancaster
county, sustaining roundly and effect
Blaine.
ively the President’s plan of revenue
T he venerable and distinguished reform. A reliable report of his speech
Quaker poet of New England, John says:
Greenleaf Whittier, celebrated his 80th
He appealed to the farmers not to be
birthday last Saturday. Whittier has misled on the raw material, and gave
for many years stood foremost among figures to show that to protect a wool
American poets, and his productions industry amounting to $45,000,000 the
have had and still have thousands of people pay as consumers an excess of
Then he quoted from
admiring readers. Whittier is a poetic $146,000,000.
figures showing the assessed valuation
genius and a noble man.
of farms to illustrate how freight dis
criminations were unjust taxations and
C ongressman A dams, of Illinois, pro high tariffs are crippling the agricultural
resources. From 1850 to 1860, under
poses to give the President the power low tariff, farms increased 100 percent,
to expel from the country Anarchists in valuation; from 1860 to 1870, under
and other undesirable aliens. That high tartf, 41 per cent., and from 1870
would be too much arbitrary power to to 1880, also under high tariff, only 9
be placed in the hands of any Presi per cent. He opposed the repeal of the
internal revenue tax, and favored tariff
dent. The best remedy, we think, is reform, but not indiscriminate free
to hang or imprison for life at hard trade.
labor every Anarchist found guilty ol
murder or of violating the laws of
W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
public order and safety.
From our regular correspondent.

the undertaking before the holidays.
The Republican Senators are making
a great effort to defeat the confirmation
of Mr. Lamar for Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court, his age being the
main objection against him, for, after
eight years service on the Bench, he
could retire on a salary of $.10,000 a year
and those who are familiar with the in
dolent disposition of the Southern Sta
tesman, believe he would make the most
of his opportunity.
....... .. ^
Rise and Progress of Steam N aviga
tion.
In fifty years steamships have increas
ed in tonnage from 67,969 tons to 5,318,
153 tons, while their proportion to the
total registered tonnage of British ships
has increased from 1 to 41 to 1 to 214.
The first Cunarders were only 107 feet
long and 34 feet 4 inches beam, while
the first steamer which plied regularly
between Liverpool and New York, the
Royal William, measured only 175 feet
in length. The steps by which the
marine engine has developed have been
first, the screw propeller, then the intro
duction of iron and steel in the building
of ships, then the increase of steam pres
sure in the boiler, then the adoption of
surface condensation, followed by the
use of compound and duplicate expan
sion cylinders, and a much larger in
crease in boiler pressure, rendered pos
sible by the use of mild steel in the con
struction of boilers, have effected in all
a reduction of 70 per cent in the con
sumption of coal and an increase of 110
per cent in speed.

W ashington, Dec. 16, 1887.—Recog

Young Joseph Olivea, one of the rich
est of the new generation of San Fran
ciscans, has married his sister’s former
governess and companion. Oliver is
regarded as worth more than $ 1 ,000,000
as he has inherited the bulk of the for
tune left by his father, the^MarquiS Oli
ver. “ Old Oliver” received bis title
from the Pope because of the large am
ounts he gave to the church here and
Rome. When his father died, and soon
after his sister, Joseph was left alone
with the governess. He became enam
ored of her, and they were engaged.
It was arranged that when he should
go abroad she should study in some
Eastern seminary in order to repair
defects in her education. The program
was faithfully carried out, and no one
knew of their real relations. When
Oliver returned to New York about a
fortnight ago he was met by his betro
thed, and the two were privately mar
ried. The young couple will live here
where the groom has one of the finest
houses in the city.

Providence Independent.

crime of Joseph C. Knight, the
old book-keeper, who stole $65,000
from the Manufacturers’National Bank,
Philadelphia, and whose stealings were
undetected for twenty-five years, furn
ishes some little food for thought. I t
no doubt puzzles a great many people
to know how a bank thief could prose
cute a system of theft for twenty-five
years without being detected. There
must be something rotten in banking
business methods.
T he

A Blizzard and No Coal.
W ichita , Kan., December 20.— Snow

H

CALL -A
H
SrjD SEE MY

o l id a y

ANNOUNCEMEN

commenced fallinghere yesterday morn
ing and has come down steadily ever
YM T
T H E
since; Later in the day a blizzard set
Consisting o f the Latest Novelties and Most Appropriate Gifts at Prices Nobody
in from the north and has hourly in
Cares to Meet. People are Saving Money and Securing the Rest by
creased in violence. Ad vices are to the
Purchasing fro m our Seasonable Line o f Choice Selections in
effect that the blizzard is general over
the West and that it has caught the
may find many articles suitable for Christ
country without any adequate supply You mas
:::::::::: P E N S, P E N C IL S , &c., &c.
Gifts.
of coal. It is known that the railroad
An Immense Variety in all our departments. The Leading Novelties and Standard Styles of the
companies have from some cause failed WE C A N P L E A S E L A D IE S , GEN- Season. Prices the Lowest ever known for First-class Goods, at
to supply the demand on the plains. . T L E M E N A ED C H ILD REN .
There is great fear that much suffering
16 E. MAIN STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
and distress will result from this Budden
change of weather, as it is certain that W E SHOW A NICE LINE
entire districts are almost entirely with Of Fancy Articles ; also a great many useful
out fuel.
goods suitable for Christmas Gifts.

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE!
J . D . S A L L A D E ’S

_A_ S H M U P L I E ] Q U E S T I O I s r

At Barre, Yt., is being q uarried an
immense block of granite to be used in
a California bank vault. It is to be
twenty-five feet long, five feet thick, and
five feet wide, and it will require thirty
span of horses to draw it four miles to
the railroad station.
M ERRY CHRISTMAS.
To

of t h e I n d e p e n d e n t .
On Merry Christmas so ’tls said—
On Merry Christmas morn,
The wise men of the East were led
To where the Christ was born.

For a Lady or Miss and you will be sure to
piease.

W e h a v e a G ood L ine

San Francisco Special to the New York Sun.

I ask the readers of this valuable paper this simple question : Is it not common sense to pat
ronize Horae Trade ? Everybody says Yes I
Then why go to the larger towns and cities and pay even more for goods than you pay when
you buy at my

STORE AT PROVIDENCE SQUARE ?

I f you want a SUIT of CLOTHING, of any style, size and price, you can select from a large
assortment, and I can show you as fine and varied stock of samples as you ever saw from one of the
largest Cloth Houses in New York. Satisfaction guaranteed. And what more can you ask ?

Great Variety of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods I

Of Dolls to please the children. Also a nice
line of COLOGNES in fancy bottles, etc.,etc.

M O R G A N W R IG H T ,
K EYSTO N E

th e re a d e rs

A M illionaire M arries a Governess.

nising that tariff reduction is almost in
evitable, both wings of the Democracy
in the House are running a race, to see
which can first frame a bill of this char
acter, while the republicans are warily
regarding each side, prepared to take
advantage of any legislative complica
tion that may ensue, with the purpose of
abandoning their obstructive policy and
passing a tariff measure of their own.
Thus, at present, there are no less than
three tariff bills ib process of incuba
tion. Mr. Randall's heads the list, up
As a specimen of commendable pres on the presumption that the early bird
ence of mind we quote the following catches the worm, the great Pennsylva
little speech recently made by the man nia protectionist proposes a -reduction
ager of the Chestnut Street Theatre of $60,000,000 in the revenue, to be
Philadelphia, while fire was raging about evenly divided between tariff and
next door:
internal revenue taxation; the Ways
“I am very sorry to inform you that and Means Committee will present, with
there is an extensive fire next door, and Speaker Carlisle’s approval, a bill mak
that it may be destructive to the build ing areductionof$30,000,000 in internal
Fearful L oss Of Life.
ing it is now in, but there is no danger
to us. However, I will invite the kind taxes and providing for a very large
patrons of the theatre to leave. There free lis t; the Republicans expect to of A THICKLY POPULATED DISTRICT IN CniNA
FLOODED AND THOUSANDS HOMELESS.
can possibly be no danger for an hour. fer a bill enlarging the free list, and re
The orchestra will play a march.
S an F rancisco, December 15.— The
moving the internal revenue tax on to
bacco, modifying the duty on wool, and steamship City of Sydney arrived this
evening from Hong Kong and Yoko
T h e H ouse agreed Friday to the usual also reducing the taxes on whiskey ; bn
hama and gives details of a disaster oc
holiday adjournment, the recess to be the question of sugar there is a decid casioned by the Yellow river overflowing
gin December 22 and end January 4. ed conflict of opinion. In fact, there its banks in the Province of Honau,
As the Speaker’s list of committees is appears to be an irreconcilable differ China, describing it as one of the most
not made up and is not likely to be be ence of views on the tariff issue between appalling occurrences in loss of life and
property recorded in recent times. The
fore that time but little real business the eastern and Western Republicans, river broke its banks on the evening of
can be transacted and the adjournment the line of demarkation being quite as September 28 southwest of Ching-cbow
will not seriously delay legislation. It perceptible as in the ranks of the dom and not only completly inundated that
is a very serious matter to place 325 inant party. What the result will be it city, but also ten other populous cities.
members upon the various standing is impossible to say, yet it seems that The whole area is now a raging sea, ten
to thirty feet deep, where it was once
committees of the House as they should all the signs of the times are auspicious a densely populated and rich plain.
be placed and it cannot be done in a for tarff reform, for the politicians see The former bed of the river is now dry
day or two.
the writing on the wall, and they dare and the present lake was the bed of the
not wholly disregard the voice of the river centuries ago.
The loss of life is incalculable, and
T h e announcement is being circula people, as proclaimed in the President’s
the statement is made by missionaries
ted throughout this broad land that message.
that millions of Chine?e are homeless
All of the Senate Committees have and starving. Thomas Paton.one of the
Don Cameron is looming up for the
Presidency, and the question of his been organized, and that body is pro American missionaries, writing from
availability is receiving the attention ceeding with the work of legislation, Honap province, under date of October
28, says 1 “ The newly gathered crops
of Republican politicians. It is urged such as the consideration of Executive houses and trees are all swept away,
by some that Cameron would be a nominations, many of them made dur involving a fearful loss of life. The
much stronger candidate than Blaine ing the recess, and the resurrection from country was covered with a fine winter
dusty pigeon holes of bills that have grain, which is gone and implies com
because, in short:
been slumbering for years, yet, with plete destruction to ne*kt year’s crop.
Cameron is quite quiet.
‘Bread, bread,’ is the cry of thousands
the season*, or rather with the Senator, who are on the river bank. Benevolent
Blaine is quite noisy.
ial sessions, they continue to come and people go in boats and throw bread
Cameron might carry New York.
go with unfailing regularity. Most of among the masses here and there, but
Blaine can’t carry New York.
these perennial bills are unworthy of it is nothing compared with the require
Burchard still lives and chins.
mention, but a few merit special consid ments. The mass of people is still be
ing increased by continual arrivals more
O u r old friend Franklin March Esq., eration, among the number the postal hungry than the last. There they sit
a lawyer of wide experience and recog telegraph bill and the proposition to stunned, hungry and dejected, without
nized natural ability, residing in East change the date of the inauguration of a rag to wear or a morsel of food. Mat
huts are being erected for them. Wbat
Coventry township, has announced to the president from March 4, to April it will be jp two months I cannot con
his friends that be will be a candidate 30, the day on which the great Wash ceive. The misery is increasing owing
for Senator, to represent Chester coun ington assumed the Presidency of the to the bitter cold weather.
ty, next fall. The numerous friends infant Republic. Regarding the former
W ide A w ake 1888.
of Mr. March in Montgomery county, measure, there is much diversity of
The readers of this wonderful maga
who appreciate his sterling character opinion, and it will probably not be
and brainal capacity, know quite well numbered with the laws of the landthe zine for young people are so accustom
ed to good reading and pictures that
that there is in him the making of a objection being that it would so large they will wonder how it is going to be
ly
increase
the
patronage
of
the
Govern
wise, sagacious, and honest lawmaker,
better than ever this coming year. But
and they will be much surprised if his ment ; it is also urged that such a law it is.
The new year has already begun with
friends in Chester county do not for would be a long stride toward a more
the
holiday number just out— a truly
centralized
national
power.
There
ap
ward his candidacy to a successful issue
great number, larger and richer and
pears
to
be
little
opposition
to
the
lat
and take advantage of first-class politi
more varied, and therefore it must be
cal timber when the opportunity is af ter bill, except that it would needlessly better than before. And the publishers
change a custom that has, by long have a primer to send to those who want
forded.
observance, become historical, with but to know what Wide Awake is going to
TnE Pennsylvania Railway Company slight compensating advantages. If it have in it in 1888. The wonder is that
such a library and picture gallery can be
has taken a step in the interest of its should pass this session, it is not proab- got together for $2.40 a year—a thous
thousands of employes that is highly ble that the change would apply to and pages and everything fresh and new
commendable. An employes’ savings next inauguration day, and herein lies —stories, history, travels, biography,
fund is to be provided from January 2, the danger to the success of the scheme sketches, anecdote, ad venture—interest
Speaker Carlisle name down to the ing as well as entertaining. Two worlds
1888, the benefits of which will be avail
floor
this week, called a colleague to the are drawn from to piake such provision
able to every workmam and employe
for the education and pleasure of our
in the service of the company. While chair, and requested the House to ap children, 80 high is the best of young
the money will be received at the gen point the Committee on Elections; this people’s literature nowadays that we
eral office of the compaey in this city unusual course was taken for the reason are all of us glad to be young. Nine
tenths of reading people prefer it to
it may be deposited with any freight or that the Speaker’s seat is being contest what ¡s written for them ; for it has the
ticket agent designated by the company ed, and he did not care to choose hi» rare merit of being easy as well as
furnishing in point of fact, a savings own fudges. The result is the ablest good, We know of no Christmas gift
bank at every considerable station in Committee on Eleetionfor years, with so sure of bringing a happy response
the country. The money will draw 4 Mr, Crisp,of Georgia, for Chairman, in a reading family. Send $2.40 to P,
Dothrop Company, Boston,
per cent, interest, which is 1 per cent, Mr. Turner, the former Chairman, hav
more than is paid by savings banks gen ing declined the honor. Until all of
CC BA ? iRQN !
erally. It can be withdrawn by giving the regular Committees are appointed,
the
House
cannot
get
fairly
at
work;
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Oast
ten daj’8 notice, other savings bank
Iron, delivered gt the foundry o f the
generally requiring two weeks’ notice. the Speaker is now engaged upon this
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
Collegeville, P»,
Jn every way the inducements offered task, but he hardly hopes to accomplish 16jao

Select a Nice Coat

STO R E ,

(Opposite Square,)
22dec

Shoes to suit everybody. Hats to please gentlemen, and boys, too. The best GROCERIES.
Queensware must be seen to be appreciated. A full line o f the best English ware direct from
England. 98 Pieces—fine selection of new shapes—for $9.95.
If you want a pump you can get it manufactured by the Goshen Pump Co., Indiana.
You will find a General Stock of Merchandise usually kept in a Country Store, and prices will
compete with town or county stores. Come see us and be convinced. Very respectfully yours,

JOSEPH

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Gr. G O T W A L S ,

PROVIDENCE SQ
TT_A.IR,E STORE.

A meteor flashing in the skies,—
A bright, especial star,
Flared out before their gazing eyes.
And led them from afar.

Dress Goods !

To where the Prince o f glory lay
Within His manger bed ;
As calmly rested on the hay
Thè infant Saviour’s head !

CLQTIS and COATS ! & THE SNAG - PROOF BOOT ! d8

To drink the wormwood and the gall
From heaven to earth He came ;
And by His grace redeeming all
Who trust in His great name.

For Autumn and Winter !

Amazing grace ! how deep, how free !
How high, how long and broad 1
Enough lor all, for you and me,
The boundless grace of God I -

Such an exhibition of fine qualities, colorings
and styles as we now offer have never before
been found in Pottstown.

It saved the publican of old- ;
It saved the dying thief ;
And Paul, as he himself has told,
Who was of sinners—chief.
The churches in all lands adorn
With flowers of every hue ;
And on this Merry Christmas morn
Our praise to God renew.
Let sacred songs from earth arise,
And notes of joy profound ;
While angels in the azure skies
Re-echo back the sound.
“ Glory to God I” the strains began
Which heralded in H is birth ;—
“ Glory to God ! good will to men,
And peace upon the earth.”
Thus let the aisles and arches ring
From every tuneful choir ;
And every tribe and nation sing,
And swell the anthems higher.

Ladies’ Broad Cloths in all the best shades ;
Fine French Checks in beautiful colors ; Plaid
Cloths in new pretty styles ; English Serges ;
A ll Wool Henriettas ; Good Tricot Cloths ;
French Sebastapols ; Embroidered Cloth Suits ;
All Wool Mixtures in a variety of choice de
signs.

Every pair warranted to give entire satisfaction.

All-wool Blankets for $4.00 ; a heavy Colored
Blanket, only $2.60. HORSE BLANKETS from
80c. up. Latest styles of Men’s and B ys’ STIFF HATS. You should see our Men’s FUR CAPS,
only $1.50 ; they are beautiful. Ladies’ Gossamers, only 75c. Ladies’ Knit Hoods, direct from
factory, only 75c. Sellersville Knit Jacket for Men, $2.50 to $3.50.

New Coats for Ladies at $1.87X, up to $37.50.

Handsome Silk Seal Plush Wraps, newest
styles, at $15.00, $17 50, $20.00, and up to $37.50.

A fine variety of all the latest fur Trimming
at 25 cents to $5.00 per yard ; including Beaver,
Otter, Chinchilla, Lynx, Russian Hare, Seal,
Coon, Fox, Cony, &c., in light shades and
blacks.

An elegant assortment of

L a d ies’ and C hildren’s F in e S h oes.
A d ecided bargain in B ed B la n k ets :

New Coats for children at $1.50, and up to
$12.50.

And as the seasons circling swing
Around this mundane sphere,
May Christmas to our readers bring
More joys, more bliss, more cheer.

All the newest fur ball fringes for wraps.

Groceries are all Choice and W ell Selected !
Fine flavor all-sugar Syrup, 50c. gallon ; New Orleans Molasses, 70c. gallon ; full cream Cheese,
16c. per pound ; Rolled Avena or Oats, 5 pounds for 25c. ; splendid Rio Coffee, 25c. per pound.
Elegant Chinaware and Glassware given away with Best Mixed Tea, 15c. quarter pound. Beautiful
Glassware actually worth price oi Baking Powder goes with one pound, 60c. Valencia Raisins, 10c.
Seedless Raisins, Citron and Currants.
Sole agent for John Lucas’ and Felton Run and Libby’s ready mixed PAINTS. Qnality guaranteed.
Full line o f Hardware, Drugs, Glass, Oils, Varnishes, Cement, Plaster Paris, and in fact everything
that is kept in a first-class country store.

At W. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.
g COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, g
ANTI-GAP MIXTURE for the prevention and cure of Gaps in Poultry.
HORSE AND CATTLE POWDER for purifying the blood and a general Condition Powder.
PURE DALMATIAN INSECT POWDER, for destroying Ants, Roaches, Flys, Moths, Rqse
Slugs, &c.
CULBERT’S AGUE PILLS will cure your Ague and Malaria ; contains no quinine.
CULBERT’S LIVER PILLS, for Constipation, Biliousness, &c.

TRY OUR 150° FIRE-TEST HEADLIGHT OIL, the best in the market.

H ow ard L eopold,

And have some unusual Bargains to
tell you of, which cannot be dupli

I

Which is far superior to regular gum boots. This boot is made with a centre of cotton duck with
coatings of rubber, so incorporated into the fibre of the duck, by heavy machinery, as to make
a water-proof material that stands the severest test of wear, and renders it next to impossible
for them to crack, or to be cut or torn from contact with rough or sharp surfaces. Also a
large stock of

Fine, all all-wool, French Dress Goods, 40
inches wide, 50 cents. These are in a variety of
shades and a bargain.

Genuine Bargains in real Silk Seal Cloth
Coats.

We are now loved !

A R R I V E D

FREED’S CELEBRATED BOOTS AND SHOES!

Proclaim aloud on land and sea
The Saviour Christ was born,
From sin and guilt to set us free
On Merry Christmas morn.

— GEORGE W ILSO N .

J U S T

aroc

POTTSTOWN, PA.

PURE CAUSTIC SODA constantly on hand.

jggf“ Physicians Prescriptions and Family Recipes Compounded with care.
We have a fine RASPBERRY VINEGAR for making a drink. It is very refreshing to invalids.
Absolutely Pare Flavoring Extracts.
ISFA bsolutely Pure Paris Green and White Hellebore.

cated elsewhere.

Men's White Merino Shirts and
Drawers, regular 50c. quality, at 85c.;
lot o f 65c. quality at ¿5c ; 20 doz. 75c.
-IN----quality at 50c. Fine Red Flannel
Shirts and Drawers fo r $1 50, worth
>¡>2.00 ; also some at 75c. and $1.00.
------ o-----Radies' Underwear in assorted sizes
The undersigned desires to say to the
and different prices.
public that he has laid in
Fresh lot o f Gloves fo r Ladies, Men
and Boys, which we have marked very
a fu ll stock o f
low. We hive a good assortment o f
Cotton Flannels, White Flannels, Red
Flannels, Grey Flannels, Plaid Flan
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN,
nels, which we have marked in plain
figures at rock bottom prices. Bed At the Lowest Possible Prices I
Blankets at 95c. ,$1.25, $2.25 and $¿.25.
The stock includes a general variety of the
These are fine Blankets and bargains best made boots and shoes in the market. Also
a
full
line of the most desirable
at the price.
We give you an ideabelow o f the goods
we carry in stock, but will not have
Free Omnibus meets all Trains
space enough to name prices : Hats and AT RIGHT PRICES. Come and inspect our
at Bridgeport.
stock and favor us with your patronage,
Caps, Boots and Shoes, Qum Boots,
Gum Shoes, Fine Shoes, Leather Boots, BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO ORDER and
all kinds of Repairing done.
THE
Groceries, Patent Medicines, QueensE. E. Conway.
ware, Glassware, Hardware, Paints, ( 20oc)
Oils, Putty, Glass, Bed Springs,
Cement, Calcine Plaster, Potatoes, Ap
WILLIAM E. JOHNSON,
ples, Tobacco, Pipes, Cigars, &c., &c.
Thanking you fo r your past patron
age and hoping fo r a continuance o f the
S T E A M
same, we are yours Respectfully,
—OR»—
C. J. B U C K L E Y ,
P. O. Ironbridge.
Rahn.Station, Pa.

JOS. W. CULBERT. Collegeville.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

H A R T R A R FT

Boots & Shoes

Rubber Boots and Shoes

HOUSE !
Norristown, Pa.
P. K. G A B L E ,
PROPRIETOR.

H* P« Beerer, Clerfr,
BOARDING a t REASON
ABLE RATES.
Finest Hotel Stabling in the County
and Good Hostlers.

PLUMMER

Providence Square, Pa.

Com pound E lix ir
........ EV ERY D ESC R IPT IO N OF------— OF—

RHUBARB an! PERUVIAN BAM
CARDAM OM ,

HIAIRINIEIS1S
Made to order and kept on hand. First-class
material and good workmanship, and
no pains spared to give customers
satisfaction. A full stock
o f all kinds of

H O RSE - GOODS ! !
Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &c.

4N

INVALUABLE REM EDY FO R DYSPEPSIA IN
ALL IT S VARIOUS FORMS.

By attention to business and by serving my
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit
a share of the public patronage.
27janly

Prepared and sold only by

JAMES G. W ELLS,

AFFLICTED »UNFORTUNATE
A fte r

o il o th e r s

23Jec

PHILAPELPHIA.

fiR Ü M M E R IMPROVED

111 HEATERRÍ
HI PAT. OCT. ?fl'fr8'3l

Je a t e R
Will Heat Your House
with Less Coal than
Any Other in
the Market,

.M A N F'O BY T H E I
jP U IN A M FOUNDRY i
1& MACHINE CORf. I

Eutirelj Automatic in
ils Action.
Stop at the Collegeville
Post Office and See it
in Operation, or Send
fo r Circular.

f o li c o n a n It

AP0THECARY,

K. S. Cor. eth& Spricg Carden Sts.

H o t W a te r

1» N. 16th St., below CaUewhili, Phila., Pa.
years experience in all S P E C I A L diseases, Per
nently restores those weakened by early indiscre.
1S.&C Call or write. A dvice free and strictly conmtial. H ou rs: II a.m . tills .a n d 7 to 10 evening.

E S T IM A T E S F U R N ISH E D FOR S T E A M OR H O T W A T E R H E A T 
IN G AN D P LU M B IN G OF E V E R Y D E SC R IP TIO N .

G , W . Y O ST , C O L L E G E Y IL L K o P A .

Providence Independent,

B arn Burned.
TERRIBLE destruction oe live stock 1

M atrim onial.
There was a wedding in town last
Thursday. The happy event trans
pired at the residence of the parents
of the bride Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Blanehford, on School street. The
contracting parties were Miss Alice
Blanehford and Mr. William L. Crater
of Phcenixville. The ceremony was
performed at 12 o’clock, noon, by
Rev. N. B. Grubb, uncle to the bride,
of Philadelphia, assisted by Rev. J.
H. Hendricks, of this place. Only a
few immediate relatives were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Crater left town on the
evening train on a bridal tour, and
when they return will take np their
residence with Mr, and Mrs. Blanchford. We extend our best wishes to
the newly married couple.

Meagre information received as we
go to press states that Mr. M. Rambo’s
large barn, n e a r Eagleville, was entirely
IKRMS:—$1.25 PF.R TEAR, IN ADVANCE.
destroyed by fire at an early hour yes
This paper has a larger circulation terday morning. 15 cows, 4 horses,
and a colt perished in the flames. Cause
n this section o f the county than any of fire and other particulars not known
other paper published. As an adver at this writing.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
Surgical Operation.
a large and steadily increasing circula
For the last four weeks Mr. John
tion in various localities throughout the RobisoD, living near this place, has
been sick, suffering from pleurisy. On
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub Monday last his physician, Dr. M. Y.
Weber, assisted by Dr. J. W. Royer,
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f performed the operation of tboraceutethe best local and general newspapers sis upon him, removing nearly a quart
in the county, or anywhere else, and to of liqnid from his left chest. The
Perished in th e Snow .
this end we invite correspondence from operation was an entire success, and
When Reuben Tyson, residing in
Mr. Robison feels greatly relieved. We
every section.
this township, Qn the road leading from
hope for his speedy recovery.
Trappe to Royersford,arose from his
bed on Sunday morning last, he noticed
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
J. R. H unsicker Convicted. ,
something lying under a tree in his
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
Lawyer Jacob R. Hunsicker was orchard. Upon a closer inspection he
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as convicted in the criminal court before was amazed at finding the dead body
follows :
Judge Swartz, Norristown, Friday, of of a man which proved to be that of
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
forging the name of Real Estate Agent George Conrad, aged about 68 years.
Milk..................................................................... 0-47 a.“>■John J. Corson. Thh defense was that Conrad made his living by trimming
Accommodation................................................8.08 a.m.
grape vines and doing odd chores in
M a rk et..........................
..1.81 P- “ • no harm was intended, as Mr. Corson
Accomodation............................................ ....4 .1 7 p.m. had frequently lent bis name to Mr. various parts of the county. Near the
“
7.18 p. m. Hunsicker on other notes and drafts body was the man’s satchel, which con
POB A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NOBTH AND W EST.
and that no harm resulted, as the de tained among other things two whisky
Mail........ .............................
8 1 7 a. m. fendant made good the $300 note. A bottles each holding about a q u rt; botha
Accomodation................................
8.14 a. m.
were nearly empty. Mr. Tyson sent
“
12.53 p. m. new trial has been applied for.
for A. D. Fetteroif, Esq., of this place,
Market.......... ..................................
3.18 p. m.
Accommodation............................................... 6.47 p.m.
who summoned the following jury :
A ccidentally Shot.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Daniel Shuler, Wm. A. Kulp, Wm. R.
M ilk..................................................................... 6.56 a.m.
Last Thursday a serious accident Kulp, Abram Edelman, John H. Wister
Accomodation........... ... ......................... 4.46 p. m.
occurred at the residence of Rev. S. O. and Abram T. Reed. Dr. Burns of
NOBTH.
Accommodation............................................. 9.31 a.m. Perry, near Eagleville.
A boy named Royersford, made a post-mortem exam
M ilk..................................................................... 5.41 p.m. Jacob O. Strayer, living with Mr. ination and decided that Conrad came
Perry, was examining a revolver which to his death from exposure and the
of alcohol. The jury rendered
ftj'gT'All communications, business or he supposed was empty, when a effects
a
verdict
in accordance with the facts.
otherwise, transmitted to us through the cartridge exploded and a ball passed I t is supposed that the man was on a
into the young man’s abdomen.
mails, to receive immediate attention, Dr. J. R. Umstad was summoned. He spree, and becoming confused in the
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0. pronounced the wound serious, but not raging snow storm Saturday night lost
necessarily fatal. The wounded young his way and perished from the severity
man is about 16 years old and is a son of the weather. He having no home
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks of Rev. Mr. Strayer, of Huntingdon and no one to claim the body, his re
mains were taken to the almshouse. It
F rom Abroad.
county, Pa.
is said he has relatives living near
Lansdale, this county, but they are re
—Sligbtljr in advance, we heartily
A Schw enksville Fire.
ported as having been indifferent about
wish all our readers a
On Wednesday evening, last week, him.
—Yery Merry Christmas 1
at 7 o’clock, smoke was seen issuing
Spice from T rappe.
—And not too much turkey ; just from D. H. Bean’s hotel stables,
enough of the same, or of something Schwenksville. A bucket brigade was
Latterly
the roster of Trappe news
instantly formed, and with much diffi
just.as palatable.
has
been
conspicuously
slim. A place
culty the flames were gotten under con
our celebrity deserves occasional
—An extraordinary stock of holi trol and extinguished in about an of
and if it does not get it, some
hour’s time. The origin of the fire is a notice,
day goods at Fenton’s, at low prices.
one is to blame. Lengthy exordiums
mystery. There was a fire in the lower are
not in favor. They too much re
—It was an old-fashioned snow hall, but the fire started at least fifty
storm that visited this latitude Satur feet away at the other end of the build semble a vestibule that is larger than
day night. The depth of the “beauti ing. The loss is about $350 ; covered the house. We proceed.
ful” Sunday morning was about fifteen by insurance in the Line Lexington
It will be gratifying to her many
inches. Trains on the Perkiomen were Company.
friends
to hear that Miss May Royer
considerably delayed. The early morn
has passed the critical point and her
ing train down reached here about
recovery is now within the bounds of
Q uarterly Meeting.
noon.
possibility.
Dr. Samuel Wolfe, Secretary, has
—And surely, our Trappe corres
Friday last, Mrs. Peterman, wife
pondence, this week, is very spicy and issued a call for a stated quarterly of On
Abram Peterman, north of Trappe,
readable. We hope to hear from “ C. meeting of the Montgomery county accidentally
fell from the porch of her
branch of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Sharp” soon again.
Association, to be held in Collegeville residence, resulting in a painful frac
—For Holiday goods go to Be'aver & Hall on Wednesday, December 28, ’87, ture of a limb at a most unfortunate
Shellenberger.
at 1 o’clock, p. m. Business of much point. Dr. Dismant is the attendant.
importance relative to the further or Age, with its usual infirmities, will be
—The rain falling at present writing ganization of the Association for use much against a speedy recovery.
will not be welcomed by those who de fulness and effectiveness will be pro
Holiday festivities are supplanting
light to glide swiftly over the “ beauti posed and discussed. The^. meeting
surprise parties and birthday greetings.
ful snow.”
will be open to the general public. All Our churches are always abreast of the
—Dr. Place, the well-known dentist, persons desiring to become more fully times, and so lavishly and pleasingly
has disposed of his sorrel roadster to a acquainted with the interest of the for entertain that one could wish the occa
couple of gentlemen of Eagleville who estry movement, as well as all wishing sion to return, at least, twice as often,
purchased the auimal for Rev. H. S. to become members, are respectfully in This Christmas will be no exception to
Rodenbaugb, who has received the vited to be present.
the general rule.
same as a gift from his congregation.
History tells us that centuries were
A valuable gift, that ; for in every re
T errible Explosion.
required to complete some large church
spect the horse is a most excellent one.
The explosion of an eighty-horse edifices of the old world. The work on
—Read Morgan W right’s holiday power boiler in the Electric Lighting the refitting of St. Luke’s Reformed
announcement elsewhere in this issue. Company’s Works at West Chester, church may be a slow imitation of these
Chester county, last Friday, caused medieval practices. It is to be hoped
—We are much gratified to say that the death of seven persons, including that the end will crown the work and
Miss May Ruj'er, whose serious illness Clerk of Courts D. O. Taylor, and a that geueral satisfaction will follow.
we referred to last week, is somewhat little girl ten years of age who was
Some of our citizens are rheumatic,
belter. Her many friends earnestly on her way home from school. The
but
there is little account made of it,
hope for her recovery.
boiler, one of a series of four, was
as political races are off for the present.
lifted
from
its
foundation
and
propelled
.—Mr. Jacob Landes, of Yerkes, did
The President has harmonized political
not purchase a farm of Mr. John G. some thirty feet from its foundation, platforms and all store discussions are
passing
through
the
base
of
a
newly
Stauffer, as was announced last week.
now predicated upon assignments,
The purchaser was another Jacob erected, ninety-feet high brick stack, sheriff sales and such like. Our citi
The explosion,
Landes, whose place of habitation is which instantly fell.
supposed to have been caused by a de zens do not frequent saloons, as a rule.
not at Yerkes.
Sammy, the constable, is idle. N#
ficiency of water in the boiler, created
—The Ambler Gazette, A. K. Thomas intense excitement.
business of a local character claiming
editor and publisher, began volume six
attention. So mote it be.
last week. May it continue to prosper
A n Afflicted Fam ily.
Judiog from preliminaries we did ex
right along.
pect the matrimonial wave,to roll up
—Dressing cases, plush and leather ELEVEN CHILDREN TAKEN AWAY BY DEATH from Collegeville and sweep away a
IN A FEW YEARS.
couple of our fair ones ; but, like the
albums, gents’ mufflers, silk handker
chiefs, picture books, and a b c blocks,
Margaret Loretta, a little daughter Alpine avalanche, said wave moves
&e. &c., go to Beaver & Shellenberger. of Michael and Ellen Garvey, residing with great leisure.
at No. 215 South street, died of pneu
Many a one wonders why our post
—On Friday, December 23, Sheriff monia on Tuesday night last, aged 2 master does pot marry. He is good
Kline will sell at public sale the per years and 2 months. The funeral will looking, he is old enough, he is socially
sonal property of Abraham Freeby, of take place on Sunday afternoon, at 2.30 inclined, and his piety does not admit
Limerick.
o’clock ; interment in the new Catholic. of a single doubt, inasmuch as a single
—Sales advertised in the I ndepen Cemetery. This family lias been a ter hair no longer intervenes between him
Inquire
dent are always well attended. Every ribly afflicted one, having lost by death and the abode of the blessed.
body in this section reads this paper, eleven out of twelve of their children, abroad, young man I
and anybody who has anything to sell ten of whom died within six years, one
Our school board held its usual meet
in this latitude, ought to know just long ago. One died a month since, two ing on Saturday last. The schools
two
years
ago,
two
four
and
four
six
where to advertise. Our posters give
years ago, Scarlet fever and diphtheria were found to be in good condition and
satisfaction invariably.
carried nearly all o f'th e little ones off, the teachers joyful.
Inferentially the conclusion is un
—James Cassel, of Ironbridg'e, has the four who died six years ago having
made an assignment for the benefit of that malady. Of these eleven deaths avoidable that a corps of teachers bet
creditors to Ji'hn D. Alderfer, of near in the Garvey family five were boys and ter qualified and more capable in all
six girls. One child remains to comfort particulars, is nowhere to be found
Grater’s Ford.
them, Thomas, aged 13 years. The within this, or any other county. But
—A free-to-all Christmas lunch at parents should have the kindly sympa what of the patrons | Do they visit
Dorworth’s hotel, Trappe, Saturday thy and aid of this community in their the schools and lend the encouragement
evening next.
great trouble.—Pottstown Ledger.
of their presence ? What say ye, who
have children in these educational in
—The new cemetery connected with
Among the blind the one eye is king stitutions where first principles are
St. James’ Lutheran and Reformed The one-idea of Warner’s Log Cabin taught and young twigs are inclined !
church, Limerick Centre, has been laid Plasters is to strengthen the foundation Are you familiar with the processes of
out in lots to be sold at private sale.
of health, and thus ensure health. Best our public schools, or is it only your
and
cheapest in the market. All drug province to criticise and find fault ? If
_Rev. O. P. Smith will administer
there be any virtue, think of these
gists
keep them.
the rites of confirmation and communion
things,
C. S harp .
in St. James’ church, Limerick, on
It is astonishing how many folks at
Christmas Day at 10 a. m. Twenty
Worth, of Faris, has decided in favop
new members will be added to the once become physicians when any of
their friends are sick with stomach or hoops, but they come in use slowly. In
church.
liver disease. Be wise to follow the ad- this country everybody has decided
—The unpleasant weather Tuesdaj' viee of only those who recommend Lax- that Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup is the best
evening interfered with the success of ador. Sold everywhere for 25 cents,
remedy for coughs and colds, and it’s
Rev. M. Peters’ lecture in Gross’ hall.
coming fast into general use. Price 25
In
these
days
of
close
economy,
when
The attendance was slim.
cents.
you do not wish to send for your phys
Salvation Oil is the greatest pain-desr
—Deacon Samuel Wismer returned ician so often, keep Dr. Bull’s Baby
from his trip to Canada Monday even . Syrup in the house and it will save you troyer of any age or clime. Fof the
ing. He says be had a good time, many an anxious moment. Price 25 cure of neuralgia and rheumatism it has
no equal. Price only 25 cents.
I cents.
physically and spiritually.
T h u rsd ay , D ecem . 22, 1887.

F R O M G R A T E R ’S F O R D .

At this writing the scene before us
is that of winter. People seemed sur
prised on arising Sunday morning to
find that such a snow had fallen during
the - night. Sleighing is good, and
everybody seems to be taking advant
age of it,
Mrs. Kulp, aged about 60 years, re
siding with her son, Francis Kulp, near
this place, died on Tuesday morning of
last week, of cancer of the breast. Her
funeral took place on Sunday last.
Our citizens feel grateful for the new
lamp placed at the outside of the depot
at this place by the Railroad Company
last week. It was needed ere this time,
on dark nights especially when muddy,
people would grope about in darkness
and mud trying to find the platform,
but now the rays of -the new lamp re
move that difficulty. We now hope
that the good people of Collegeville
may have a new depot in the near
future. They need it.
It is stated that Dan is to be put at
the head of a police force. Will we
have no more of “ those sweet strains?”
Our merchant Kulp is now having
his holiday rush of business. He has
just received a fine line suitable for pres
ents, etc., cheap, and people know it.
We always took our friend Fred, to
be a perfectly sober man, but for some
reason or other he was tumbled out ol
his sleigh on Sunday last with robe and
blankets on top of him. He soon had
things righted. We think the primary
cause was a snow drift.
We wish the readers of the I ndepin
dent all a Merry Christmas.
xx.
R eal E state Sold.
A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., Assignee of
Elias Fluck and wife, this place, dis
posed of the following properties, in
cluding all the real estate assigned,
last week :
Brick messuage and lot of land situon the south corner of DeKalb and
Wood streets, in the borough of Nor
ristown, having a front on DeKalb
street of 40 feet and on Wood street
250 feet to Green street, to Mr. Foulke
for $4,500.
The undivided one-half interest in
two certain town lots on Marshall
street, 374 feet easterly from High
street, having a front on Marshall
street 34^ feet and extending in depth
100 feet, to George Guest for $75.
Messuage, store property and lot of
land situate at Limerick Square, Mont
gomery county, having a front on the
Reading Turnpike road of 75 feet and
extending back about 225 feet, to
Abraham Grater for $3000.
Brick messuage and lot of land situ
ate in the village of Collegeville, to
Theodore Hallman for $5,900.
A lot of ground in the rear of the
above, 127 by 200 feet, to Theodore
Hallman for $400.
Four shares of Spring City National
Bank stock were sold to Joseph Tyson
at $140, par $100.
Christm as, ’87.
The “ merriest season of the year” is
close at hand. May the festivities of
Christmastide, ’87, be freighted with
much pleasure to old and young.
FESTIVALS.

Germantown. I t was the request of " p U B L IC SALE OF
^O T IC E TO GUNNERS !
the testator that the farm shall be sold
All gunners and sportsmen are hereby for
into building lots within three years.
bidden to trespass upon the premises of the un
Miss Susan Finkbiner, a half-sister, is
dersigned. Trespassers will be dealt with ac
interested in the farm. Milton Latshaw
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, cording to law.
DAVIS RAUDENBUSH, Upper Providence.
of Spring City, is sole executor of the DEC. 26, ’87, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
WM. PRIZER,
“
“
head of fresh cows with calves direct
estate. It is supposed that the estate
HENRY ZIMMERMAN,
“
“
iS f® from York county. Good judgment was
will amount to neatly $50,000.—Phce ““ “ "exercised in the selection of this stock,’
A. D. WAGONER,
“
“
JOHN FOLEY,
“
“
and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
nixville Messenger.

F R E S H COWS !

tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, p. m., sharp. Con
ditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.

JOHN WANNER,
“
“
D. H. CASSELBERRY, Lower Providence.
MORTON RICE,
“
“
ISAIAH REIFF,
“
.“
D. G. LANDES, West Perkiomen.
ISAAC F. ALDERFER, Skippack.
ABRAM RAHN, Perkiomen.

An Interesting Statem ent.
We are under obligations to Mr. F.
M. Hobson, chairman of the sidewalk d Q COWS I
committee, for the following statement
A t Private Sale. Inquire of
as to the work done and the cost of the
D. H. CASSELBERRY, near Collegeville. $ 2 5 REWARD !
same. For our part we take no little
pride in the figures. They indicate the p O R SALE 1
The Upper Providence Live Stock Associa
tion will pay the above reward for information
fact that the citizens of this community
that will lead to the detection and conviction o f
are not fossilized, but alive all over and
A fíne Sleigh and a Buffalo Robe. Apply at the person or persons who recently poisoned a
readj' to assist in furthering public im
horse belonging to Isaac Tyson of Limerick
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL.
township. By order of the
provement enterprises. And all our
BOARD OF MANAGERS.
citizens will cheerfully accord the side
OR SALE !
Collegeville, Dec. 6, ’87.
walk committee a vote of thanks. Here
is the report :
A copy o f the “ History of Montgomery
The Collegeville sidewalk committee County,” edited by Theo. W. Bean, Esq., of DUY THE BEST !
have completed the walk extending Norristown. Price $7. Apply to
The undersigned is the duly authorized
S. S-. T., Independent Office.
from the railroad to the top of the hill 22dec
agent for A. D. Pratt’s Continental Nursery,
Rochester,
N. Y., and is taking orders for all
above the toll gate ; also from the turn
standard varieties of fruit and ornamental trees,
UBLIC SALE OF
pike to the public school house and to
shrubbery, &c., &c. Hardy and vigorous trees
the Bringhurst houses, being about one
and plants guaranteed. Call on or address,
JONATHAN HOYER,
mile in length. The amount expended
b y tb e c o m m itte e w a s a s fo llo w s :
For la b o r ,.................................... . . . $ 87 23
Hauling, ................................
Curb Stones, ........................ . . . 18 10
Flag Stones,.......................... . . . 22 40
Common Stones delivered . . . . 45 68
G ravel,...................................
5 67
50 ul v e rts,.............................
Carpenter,............................. . . .
1 75
M asons,................................. .... 85 62
4 07—
Incidentals,............................ . . .
$373 12
Property holders also expended in addi
tion for slag, &c., along their own
properties...................................................
73 80
Making total expenses of w alk,............. $446 92
The committee received voluntary con
tributions,................................................. $422 18
And private parties paid for their own
rep airs,.................................. . . . . .........
73 80
Whole amount expended on w alk.......... $495 98
Leaving a balance in the hands of the
committee to be used hereafter for re
pairs, ......................................................... $ 49 06
T he B est o f A ll the Year.
The December, or Christmas number of North’s
Philadelphia Musical Journal is at hand, well
stocked with useful and entertaining musical
literature, and four choice musical numbers,
viz : “ Jean and Jeunette Gavotte,” by Lange ;
“ My Little Favorite W altz,” by M. Louis ;
“ Buds of Promise Gal op,” by Webster ; a song
“ Good night my Love,” by Adam Geibel, These
compositions are alone worth, more than the
price of a year’s subscription. The frontispiece
is a true likeness of Miss Eleanor Warner Ever
est, the young vocal instructress who is known
as the Marches! -of America. She has acquired
an enviable reputation by her excellent singing
in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. An in
teresting article relating some of her experiences
while in Haris also given. Margaret B. Harvey
contributes a Christmas story, “ A Princess in
Disguise” ; The “ Racontour” talks about the
career of Fenny Lind, and Clara Louise Kellogg
gives some valuable hints to aspiring singers.
In addition^there is the Educational Department,
Domestic and Foreign Musical News, the Art
Department, Correspondence from Boston, New
York, Pittsburgh, and other leading cities, re
ports of local concerts and a host of articles and
anecdotes o f value and interest to music lovers.
A long list of choice premiums is also offered to
those who will obtain subscribers for the Journal.
Representatives are desired in every city and
town Send 10 cents for a specimen copy, or
$1.00 for a year’s subscription to the publishers
of North’s Philadelphia Musical Journal, Phila
delphia, Pa. Every yearly subscriber receives
$2.00 worth of Music as a premium.

Valuable W atar Power Mill
AND WAREHOUSE PROPERTY.

DECEMBER 28,1887, between 3 and 4 o’clock
p. m., on the premises, on Perkiomen Creek, at
Areola Station, Perkiomen R. R., Montgomery
county, Pa. Large substantial stone buildings,
R. R. siding, coal shute, car and wagon scales,
24 acres of land, variety of frnit trees, &c. Foi
particulars call on D. Whitworth, living thereon,
or address
F. W. VVETHMRILL,
15d
Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

TW O DAYS’ PUBLIC SALE OF

Personal Property !
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY
and FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 and 13. ’88, on the
premises of Josiah Prizer, deceaecd, near Col
legeville, in Upper Providence township, Mont
gomery county, Pa., the personal property of
said decedent, as follows :—8 HORSES,
No 1, a black horse coming 19 years, excellent on tread power, works any-^Stow«»
w here; No. 2, a bay horse coming ten years,
kind and gentle, works anywhere, is Norman
bred, and he is a picture; No. 3, is a gray mare
colt coming two years, bred from Longaker’s
imported Norman stallion, and is very promising. 15 COWS; some will have calve6
jg jj^ jtiy day of sale, the others in profit; 3
heifers, i bull, 1 flue shoat, 50 pairs of chickens
by the pound ; geese, ducks, and guineas by the
pound ; 2 large turkey gobblers by the lb. Two
seated carriage, market wagon with pole and
shafts ; 2-horse farm wagon and bed ; 1 4-horse
farm wagon and bed, broad tread; 1 4-horse
farm wagon with ladders, complete ; cart, nar
row tread; sulkey, express, buggy, 2 wheel
barrows, 5 plows, 1 Syracuse, 2 iron (W iley’s
make) 2 wooden, (Robert's); 3 hoe harrows, 1
Planet Jr., 2 drag harrows, roller, nearly new,
Marvy mower, single reaper, (Johnson’s make)
Buckeye binder, can’t be beat for good work,
used only one season; horse rake, windmill, Lit
tle Giant thresher and cleaner with tread power,
good as n e w ; single and double trees, maul
and wedges, beam scales, Weighs 500 lbs.; half
bushel and peck measures, hay hook, rope and
tackles, lot of wild cherry boards, bone mill, 3
cherry dogs, work bench, vinegar and barrels,
feed boxes, 50 bags, saddle, hay knife, boring
machine, 4 setts of sleigh bells, 2 cross cut
saws, cutting box, Henph cultivator with corn
planter attachment, I 2-horse cultivator, 2
sleighs, 1 for two horses; grindstone, cider
mill, scalding tub, 5 setts of heavy harness, cart
harness, collars, blind and headhalters, express
harness, carriage harness, single and double
lines, 2 broad axes, hand axe, hatchet, augers,
saws, post spade, grubbing and corn hoes, tim
ber chains, cow and other chains, scythe and
sneathe, 2 grain cradles, forks, rakes, shovels,
dJc. 100 tons timothy, mixed, clover and mead
ow hay by the hundred ; 5000 sheaves of wheat
by the sheaf, oats by the sheaf, 2000 sheaves
comfodder, 700 bushels o f corn in the ear,
HOUSEHOLD GOODS : Bedsteads and bedding,
cook stove, good as n e w ; small coal stove,
wood stove, mahogany center table, bench table,
breakfast table, 2 milk cupboards, 3 settees, 3
eight day clocks, 100 yard? carpet, chairs in
variety; rooking chair, 2 bureaus, looking
glasses, wash stands, stair rods, large chest,
cropkeryware in variety, 10 lard cans, table
knives and forks, benches, meat cutter, lard
press (Enterprise make); mirrors. A complete
set of Dairy Fixtures such as hatter tubs,
churns, milk pans, milk cans, butter scales,
empty lard caps, large iron kettle, together with
many other articles too numerous to mention.
Sale to commence at 13 o’clock, sharp, each
day. Conditions: Four months’ credit on all
sums over $30
SARAH PRIZER,
J . G. Fetterolf, auct.
Executrix.
H. W. Kratz, and J. M. Zimmerman, clerks.

ldec2m

Near Trappe.

pO R SALE 1
An amateur printing press, in good order.
Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

pO R SALE !
A new brick house in upper part of Trappe ;
has eight rooms and is well fitted up through
out. Well of lasting water at the door. Terms
easy. For particulars call on or address
lOno
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe.

p ) R RENT !
The Dewees Farm of about 120 acres, located
in Trappe, Montgomery county. The buildings
are in good repair and the land Is in an excellent
state or cultivation. The place has been te n 
anted for the past twelve years by J. W. Fry,
who will quit the same on or before the first o f
April next. For any information desired call on
PERCY WILLIARD. Trappe, Pa.
Or address P. P. Dewees, Huntingdon, Pa.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE !
Phoenixville, Pa., Dec. 1,1887.
An assessment equal to the premium on poli
cies has been made on the members o f the Phoe
nix Mutual Fire Insurance Company, payable to
the Secretary at Phoenixville, or other assigned
agents within forty days of the date of this no
tice. Those who fail to pay within the time
mentioned will be liable to pay more. By order
of the Directors.
JOHN H. EGOLF, President,
JONATHAN REES, Secretary,
Phoenixville, Pa.
A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., is the agent for the
above Company at Collegeville, to whom pay
ments can be made.
lsdec

A SSIG N EE’S NOTICE !
Notice is hereby given that Elias Fluck and
wife, of Upper Providence township, Montgom
ery county, Pa., have made an assignment of all
their property, real and personal, to the under
signed in trust for the benefit o f creditors. All
persons indebted will please make payment and
those having claims will present them to
A. D. FETTEROLF, -Assignee,
Or his attorneys,
Collegeville, Pa.
Bickel & Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
13oc

TH E B A L D W IN

Carriage Works!
(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)

The various Sunday schools of this
M ARRIAG ES.
section will observe the season in the
C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a .
usual manner. On Saturday evening,
Dec. 17, at the Lutheran parsonage, Trappe,
the Sunday schools of Augustus Luth Pa., by Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr. Thomas J. Evans,
of Limerick Square, and Mies Jape Uinstead, of
eran church, Trappe, and St. James’ Fruitville,
both of Montgomery county, Pa.
Episcopal church, Evansburg, will en
The management having been in the Carriage
gage in appropriate and interesting ex,
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
ercises. A t Trinity church, this place, niSSO L U TIO N OF PA RTN ERSH IP
and being accustomed to handling all
the Sunday school will give a program
grades of fine work, feels qualified
of special music, recitations, scriptural
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned,
to manufacture every de
readings, &c. The usual order of pre trading as H, T, Hunsicker & Bro., of Iron,
scription of
bridge, will dissolve partnership, by mutual con
senting gifts to the boys and girls will sent,
on Monday, January 2, ’8a. The business
be reversed. The scholars will be ex will be continued by H. T. Hunsicker. All per
pected to give and not receive this sons indebted to the firm will please settle their
and those having claims against said
time. As the scholars of Trinity Sun accounts,
firm are requested to present the same without
day school are usually handsomely delay.
H. T. HUNSICKER,
" W " - A - G O T S T S . , < ScCL
PROPOSALS FOR JANUARY 1888.
C. T. HUNSICKER.
treated, it behooves them in turn to
Ironbridge,
Dec.
22,
’87.
the best possible manner at greatly reduced
give what they can for charitable pur
The Directors of the Poor and House o f Em Inprices.
All new work w ill be accompanied
poses.. The money to be raised. is to
ployment of Montgomery county, invite sealed
with a written guarantee to be as repre
be donated to a charitable institution, Q.ET THE BEST FENCE 1
sented.
proposals for the following articles at the above
the name of which we cannot recall.
named Almshouse, on
To the Farmers of Montgomery County s
The St. Luke’s Sunday" school, Trappe,
MONDAY, JANUARY 2,1888.
You have for a long time been anxious about
will hold its Christmas service on next
tips
1'utqre
fencing
of
your
farms.
Timber
is
Sunday morning at 10 o’clock, in the getting scarce, and modern fences are becomtng
6 pieces Scotch diagonal.
6 “ muslin, % or 1% yds. wide, bestqual.
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
enlarged Sunday school room.. The very costly. Wire fences are dangerous to live
4 “ furniture check.
children will assemble in Masonic Hall stock, sag and break, and when broken are hard
2
“
gray
flannel.
The patronage o f the public respectfully
put in order. The old osage hedge, under the
at 9 o’clock, and will join the congre to
4 “ crash
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to
old system of training and pruning, becomes
6 “ calico.
all to call at
gation at 10 o’clock. All are cordially very expensive, and in many cases an intoler
dozen hand scrubs,
invited to be present. The collection able nuisance. The base becomes open and 3002 lbs.
smoking tobaeco, ¡4 lb. packages.
affording easy Ingress and. egress to
will be for the benefit of the orphans’ straggling,
200
“ hard tobacco.
small stock ; the top, for want of cohesion, is in
1
hox
tea,
black—strictly pure.
home.
efficient to turn live stock, and the foots grow
400 lbs. coffee, unroasted.
Since the above was put in type we out several yards on either side, absorbing the 200
20’oc
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“ peas.
fertility of the so il. These annoyances have dis
received the following in relation to the couraged
2 kegs barley.
you and perhaps soured you against
1 barrel rice.
services to be held in Trinity church, the old hedge of the past, which is not surprising.
2 “ heaps, xxx marrow fat.
next Sunday morning ; “A novel and
THE DAYTOH HEDGE AND WIEE PENCE.
1 “ granulated sugar.
But the Dayton Hedge and Wire Fence, com
very appropriate feature of the service
I
“ A sugar.
bined,
comes
to
you
in
your
dilemma
and
offers
4 bags fine salt (Deaeon or Ashton).
will be the presentation of gifts by the you a relief from your past fence trophies, A
i f ton coarse salt—Liverpool.
scholars and friends of the school to fence is offered to yop cheaper than any other 50 lbs. caustic soda, (5 or 10 lb. cans).
the destitute children of the Betbesda practical fence, the strongest fence made, and in 50 A seamless bags.
3 barrels syrup.
Children’s Christian Home of Chelten beauty unexcelled. The roots do not spread, a
a year will pay for the trimming, and be
1 keg 8-penhy nails.
ham township. To these exercises the cent
sides it will last for generations. For further
I “ 10-pehny nails.
public is cordially invited to be present, information in regard to this fence, call upon or
1 dozen fine-tooth combs.
4 “ coarse
“
and the friends, neighbors and patrons address the-managing agent of the Dayton Hedge
All kinds o f Carriages and Wagons
H. 8. MAGRUDER,
1 “ cedar buckets.
of the school are kindly invited to unite Compauy,
At the Montgomery House, Norristown, Pa. It 100 lbs. sole leather (H emlock) 10 to 23 lbs. per
Built to order.
with the children in makiDg the hearts will afford him the greatest pleasure to answer
side.
all
inquiries,
either
in
person
or
by
letter.
15d
6
sides
upper
leather.
of the destitute happy at Christmas
The best material and workmanship. Prompt
Samples of goods required. AH goods to be
time. Groceries, provisions, dry goods,
attention given to every description of
delivered at Almshouse or either of the depots
clothing, toys, or whatever may be use p U B L IC SALE OF
at Phoenixville, free of fVeight.
WM. Q. WRIGHT,
)
ful for feeding, clothing, or entertain
REPAIRING l
JOHN O. CLEMENS, V Directors.
ing 200 children of this Christian
HARRY S. LOWERY, )
Carriage Painting and Trimming executed in
Home, will be most thankfully received
A tte s t: David H. Ross, Clerk.
the best manner.
25au6m
The subscriber desirous o f disposing of his
A committee will be at the church to
real estate, will offer at. public sale on THURS
receive the contributions. This is prac DAY, DECEMBER 22, ’8?, all of that farm con
H A VING S E C U R E D A F A I R
FO R S P E C IA L
tical phqrity, apd deserves well of this taining 55 acres, more or less, situated in Upper
Providence township,Montgomery county,on the
11
CROP OF
community so blessed with plenty.”

Carriages,

Buggies,

(B R E D WORK and REPAIRING
He Ratifie Carràie Worts,

Jos. R.W
ismer, Proprietor.

r R E A L ESTATE I

Charitable WillThe last will and testament of Miss
Elijsa Yost, deceased, late of Spring City
was read and made known on Thursday
After bequeathing equal sums to rela
tives, $4000 was left in trust to the
Spring City Luthern Church, the Trusteps of the church holding fhe same and
the annual interest accruing from the
same to go towards supporting the
church, Of the residue, which is willed
to the Evangelical Lutheran Ministeriurp
of Pennsylvania^ne-fifth Î8 to the Evan
gelical Eutberan pbqroh j one fifth to the
Beneficiary Education of the Church ;
one-fifth to Home Missions j one-fifth to
Foreign Missions, and one-fifth to the
Evangelical Lutheran Orphanage of

lolila; Bargains!

road leading from the Almshouse to Trappe, one
mile from the former and two miles from the
latter place. The imPT-QYenjients consist o f a
stone house, fwU rooms anif hall on
first floor, fopr op the second, garret
and cVifar. Cistern and well at the
—IN—
house, ditto at the barn, and a neverfalling spring on the premises. Large stone barn
- feet H I - A - T
s
with frame overshoot, covering 3600 square
Of ground in perfect condition,
all other
—AND—
necessary outbuildings, supl) as ice house, cave
and breeding pens’, also including a tenant
house, Churches apd schools conveniently
lopated. persons wishing to view the property
—AND—
pan call on the tenant, H. L Bechtel, residing
thereon, or the subscriber residing at Mt, Clare.
A portion o f the purchase money pan remain
secured in the place,
OF BEST STYLES AND QUALITIES,
Also at the same time will be sold several arti
cles o f personal property, such as sleighs, a
thresher and cleaner (Roberts’ m ake), good as
215 High Street, Pottstown.
new, carpenter bench, vinegar by the barrel, &c.
He leads the styles, and his stock is ample
Sale to commence at 1 o’olock, p, m., when con
and well selected, whilst his prices are as low as
ditions will be made known by
the lowest. IH fA gen t for Knox, and Dunlap
H. U. UMSTAD.
Hats,
8dec
David MacFeat, auct.
idee

a

Men’s - Furnishing - Goods,

” LADIES’ FUR GOODS,—

GO TO R . M . ROOT,

H

O

N

E

Y

!

I am prepared to fill orders, both WHOLESALE
and RETAIL, in bottles, jelly tumblers, fruit
jars, etc.; also IN THE COMB. Bring on your
palls and jars and have them filled at 12%c. per
pound.

W. E. P E T E R M A N ,
TRAPPE, PA .
Residence and Apiary half mile north o f P: O.

W ANTED !

Local and Traveling Salesmen I
To sell our Choice Varieties of Nursery Stock,
either on salary or commission; permanent em
ployment to the right men ; no room for lazy
ones ; upright and honest are the ones we are
looking fo.r. Address with references,
MAY BROTHERS, N u r s e r y m e n ,
15de<5
Rochester, N. Y ,

W. ROYER, M; D’,

J

Practising Physician,
TRA PPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

The different Philadelphia Stiild&y papers Will
be delivered to those Wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday mortiiiig,

HBHRY YOST,
News Ageilt,

T

Collegeville.

SPEAR,

Physician,

Veterinary Surgeon !

'e v a n s b u r g , p a

THAT’S SO.
We know the farmers all complain, that’s so,
that’s so,
About the price of hay and grain, and that’s sb,
too.
They say they have to work so hard, that’s so.
that’s so,
And for their pains get no reward, and that’s so,
too.

GRATER’S FORD, PA.
The strictest attention given to all cas»s en
trusted to my care.
11 ap

Office Hours:—until 9. a. m ., 7 to 9 p. m.

£

Department of Agriculture.

gUNDAY PAPERS.

A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
EDWARD E. LONG,

Homeopathic Physician,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m.
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf

DR. B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.

T4AVID SPRINGER,
M ain St ., B oyersford, P a .

”

I S T

!

N O T A R Y PUBLIC,

!

86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
day. Gas administered.

CH EA PEST DENTIST IN NORV RISTOWN, PA.

, D. D.S„

IS .

We plow and sow, and reap and mow, that’s so,
that’s so ;
Get nothing much for what we grow, and that’s
60, too..
Cold winter now is drawing nigh, that’s so,
that’s so,
And all our coal we have to buy, and that’s so,
too.

403 W. M a r sh a l l St ., C o b . A s t o b ,
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
English and German spoken.
(ptap4-88

Insurance and Real Estate Agent
AND LOAN BROKER:
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies,
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply

J.

W. GOTWALS.
YE R E E S ,
------ b u t c h e b

PA.

a n d d e a l e b in ------

B eef,: V eal: an d : Mutton!
Will serve the citizens o f Collegeville and
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
apl6-tf

U G. HOBSON,

C or.M A IN and S W E D E Streets, N orristow n,la
Can he seen every evening at his residencein.
Freeland.

TJ M. BROWNBACK,

Providence Square, Pa.

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.

Jun.25-lyr.

------EVEBY DESCBIPTION OP------

H A R N E S S

AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Blackstone Building , N o. 727 Walnut St .,
PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
C o llegeville , Pa.
D ee.l7,lyr.

We farmers don’t know what to do, that’s so,
that’s so ;
For us the things look mighty blue, and that’s
so, too.
Our land and produce is too cheap, that’s so,
that’s-so,
W’d better raise our cows and sheep, and that’s
so, too;
We ought to grow our colts and shotes, that’s
so, that’s so,
And stop from giving vendue notes, and that’s
60, too.
Land is no cheaper in the West, that’s so, that’s
so ;
We get our beef there ready dressed, and that’s
so, too. .
We get oúr cows and horses th ere,' that*s so,
that’s so ;
’Tis better far to raise them here, and that’s so,
too.
I f this was tried it would be well, that’s so,
that’s so ;
We should not buy what we might sell, and
that’s so, too

WILLIAM E. JOHNSON,

A tto r n e y - a t- L a w .

The price of coal is going up, that’s so, that’s so,
And no one knows when it will stop, and that’s
so, too.
The price of land is going low, that’s ‘so, that’s
so ;
Where it will get to we don’t know, and that’s
so, too.

We have so much o f feed and hay, that’s so,
that’s so,
And which we cannot sell for pay, and that’s so,
too ;
This might be fed to growing stock, that’s so,
that’s so ;
Then soon each farmer’d have a flock, and that’s
so, too.

Made to order and kept on hand. First-class
material and good workmanship, and
no pains spared to give customers
satisfaction. A full stock
o f all kinds of

These he could sell if he had need, that’s so.
that’s so,
And get his pay for all his feed, an$ that’s so,
too.
He’d have no vendue notes to pay, that’s so,
that’s so ;
Twould make a market for his hay, and that’s
so, too,

but where can one belter obey the com
mand, “ Six days shall thoU labor,” or
better enjoy the boom of resting on the
seventh ? It is a good place to live, a
good place to rear the family, a good
place to die and be buried from. Yes,
stick to the farm. Call it home and
make it homelike. Make friends with
it. Put your labor in it. Rear your
children upon it. Perform the duties
of this life under its auspices, and enter
upon the rewards of the next from its
faithful shelter.—Farm Journal.
--------------m- — -

THE FLORIDA STEAM HEATER !
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

P r iv a te R esid en ces, H o tels,
C hurches, S ch ools, &c.

THE LATEST

Improvement in H e r s ani Cleaners
It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.

The Florida Heater

WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS

------- HAS MANY POINTS OF--------

Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and eastings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing o f all
kinds o f machinery work promptly attended to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

----------:

DUCKS AND GEESE.
Ducks and geese can be made highly
profitable—more profitable than chick
ens, I believe, because there are more
comparatively of tbe latter raised.
There is a brisk demand and good
prices for the feathers, eggs or flesh of
ducks and geese, and these fowls are
easily raised.
But much vexation
awaits him who attempts to raise them
on the farm or plantation without pro
viding a special enclosure for them.
Given free range, they are continually
in mischief. About tbe pumps at the
barn and bouse they keep putrid mud ;
they are sure to investigate the con
tents of every pan, kettle, bucket or
box, and to leave disagreeable evi
dences of their investigation ; they so
foul the feed and water troughs, and
the fodder, that even a decent mule
will turn from its food and drink in
disgust. A loose duck or goose is
very nearly omnipresentf and it has
less respect For the Golden Rule than a
sheepdog. Properly docks or geese
are confined to an enclosure. Water
for paddling in they should have, but
it is not necessary. A pond will an
swer, but a running stream is better, as
the water will not become foul. True,
when the fowls are confined you must
supply them with food, but when not
confined, they waste far more than they
gather. Give them a shelter in one
corner of the enclosure. If their lot
inclndes a running brook, with trees
along its bank, they will be happy, and
make you happy when you sell their
produce.—Southern Cultivator.

H A V E y o u SEEN

SUPERIORITY OYER ALL OTHERS
- I N TH E M A R K E T .

OF FARM MACHINENY.

Is positively Safe, Easy to Manage, requires no Brick W ork,
Durable, allows no Escape of Gas, all parts Duplicated,

H E E B N E R & SO N S,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.

liovE alT} i s A S E L F COAL, F E E D E R ! Gristock & Vanderslice,
Our facilities for doing work of this kind are unsurpassed.

C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

We employ a

compe’ent-force of workmen, and are fully prepared to supply these heaters,

Dealebsin

together with all the modern conveniences needed to make a house comfortable,

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

including hot and cold water appliances, bath tubs and wash stands.
our works and examine the Fiorida Heater.

Call at

LUM BER,

Will be pleased to give additional

information to any one wanting any of these improvements.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

Send for circular.
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.

Estimates furnished on application.

The Roberts Machine Company,

PICKETS,

CEDAR AND

C H E STN U T

RAILS.

L e h i g h and Schuylkill

C ollegeville, P a .
-Our Facilities for Executing-

:jo

b

w o r k

:

C O A L.

The
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices
Job Work done at the I n d e pe n d en t office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County.

Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

■

■ GOAL.

F L O U R ,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

-:o:-

AND CAKE MEAL.

II you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of
ALL ABOUT APPLES.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
mankind to know that you have something to sell and .want to sell it—no matter what it is
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
The enormous yield of apples in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &c.
Tis wrong to 6end our money West, that’s so, New York State, especially in tbe west
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.
that’s so,
By attention to business and by serving my
ern counties, is a subject of much specu
^ D. FETTERO LF,
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit To keep it home is much the best, and that’s so,
lation
among
tbe
large
number
of
a share o f the public patronage.
27janly
too.
—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—
This
We should not buy w hat we might raise, that’s foreign and Western buyers.
Justice of the Peace
State is the garden for apples for tbe
so, that’s so ;
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Such financiering never pays, and that’s so, too. world. The crop in the West is very
Simon.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
light.
All the buyers are located
611 & 613 CHESTNUT STREET.
'rom the Solebury Farmer*’ Club Journal.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
through the western and northern tier
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL.................. §1,000,000
counties. The result of tbe harvest is
PAID-UP CAPITAL.............................. $500,000
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
would
announce to my friends and the public,
AN ESTIMATE OF VALUE.
a flat contradiction of the estimate sent
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
CHARTER PERPETUAL.
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
A correspondent of our esteemed out some time ago by tbe Department
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Assignee,
Justice of the Peace,
Receiver, Guardian, Attorney, Agent, Trustee contemporary, tbe American Garden, of Agriculture, which represented that
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I nde 
and Committee, alone or in connection with an
RAHN STATION, PA.
pen d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 8500
has presented some figures showing tbe yield would probably be no more
individual appointee.
13TConveyancer and General Business Agent.
Takes charge of property, collects and remits
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
how
many
nut
trees
could
be
easily
than
an
average
crop.
The
most
con
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason interest and income promptly, and discharges
the finest and latest designs.
able.
27janinvested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
faithfully the duties of every trust known to the raised along the roadsides of a State servative buyers estimate tbe crop in
law. US*All trust assets kept separate from
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I ndependent
Containing 50,000 suare miles, allowing the State at 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 bar
those of the Company.
Burglar Proof Safes and Boxes (having
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous people
chrome steel doors) to rent gt $5 to $50 per roadways only on sectional lines and rels. This does not include the large
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertist.annum in their, new and elegant chrome steel planting the trees 16-^ feet apart. He amount used in cider millsTevaporators
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
mile north o f Trappe.)
FIRE AND BURGLAR-PROOF VAULTS,
ble Work, for the bases of
makes the number over 64,000,000 ; and canning factories. A number o
Surveyor and Conveyancer protected by improved Time Locks.
BUILDINGS, ST E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC
but as he does not allow space enough Glasgow, Liverpool and Austrian buy
W ills kept in vaults without charge.
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
Bonds and Stocks, Plate,, and all valuables between the trees, and twice sixteen ers have made a tour of the State. The
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
mail will receive prompt attention.
S U B S C R IB E FOR TH E
securely kept under guarantee at moderate
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
Nov8-6m.
P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
feet would be better, we would be per competition among the buyers has
charges.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Paintings, Statuary, Bronzes, etc., kep in fectly satisfied with thirty million nut been so sharp as to raise the price on
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
fire-proof
vaults.
Cemeteries
in the neighborhood, that has been
p r o v t id e is t o b
P. KOONS,
Money received on Deposit and interest al trees in any one'State however large. some fruit nearly 50 cents on tbe bar
turned out at the E nterprise W orks. Call and
lowed.
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
The increased value of the land per rel. Over 1,000,000 barrels will be
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto:
cent. Western Farm and City
P ra ctica l S la ter ! 1 6 and 7 per First
section
is
estimated
at
$2,000,
which
is
shipped
to
Europe.
There
is
a
great
“ Low prices and fair dealings,1'
Mortgages
I I s T I D E F E U sH D E Z D sT T ,
E A R N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
R E SPE C T F U L LY ,
cry among foreign buyers because
IN SUMS FROM $200 TO $10,000. probably not out of the way ; but
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag Carefully negotiated. Principal and interest Mr. George is to raise all revenue in ready transportation is not afforded -$ 1 .2 5 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth o f your money and more or less happiness
guaranteed by institutions of unquestioned
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
the future by a land tax, perhaps in them. The railroads are short of cars,
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
soundness.
tes, and prices.
June8-ly.
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor.
The I n d e pe n d en t
crease in value will not be so very de and there is a regular battle among the
T H E UNION T R U S T CO.,
611 and 613 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
fruit men when empty cars are left in a
, contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
sirable.
T EW IS WISMER,
COLLEGEVILLE
J. SIMPSON AFRICA, President.
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
town.
All
through
tbe
State
the
towns
JOHN G. READING, Vice President.
MAHLON S. STOKES, Treas. and Secretary,
A M ILK ROOM.
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
along the line of transportation present
Practical Slater I
WM. H. PRICE; Trust Officer.
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
My milk room is situated in the base- a novel sight. Piles and piles and tier
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
DIRECTORS.
on
tier
of
apple
barrels
greet
tbe
sight.
ment
of
the
wing
of
the
dwelling
house,
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All
D. Hayes Agnew, M. D
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a Alfred S; Gillett,
Joseph I. Keefe,
and answers the purpose well, both for Freight agents are wild over the way
large lot of grey stone flagging.
Robert
Patterson,
Joseph Wright,
summer and winter butter making. apple men besiege them. There are
Theodor C. Engel,
Dr. Chas. P. Turner,
Jacob Naylor,
William S. Price,
The entrance is on a level with the walk few stations in Western New York that
Thomas G. Hood,
T G. T. MILLER.
John T. Monroe,
Edward T. Perkins,
J.
from the barn. The walls are of stone will not ship anywhere from 2,000 to
W. J. Nead,
READY MADE
William H. Lucas,
Thomas R. Patton,
5,000
barrels,
which
is
the
best
indica
and
two
feet
thick,
and
were
plastered
Wm.
Watson
John
G.
Reading,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,
Samuel Riddle, Glen Riddle, Pa.; Dr. George with cement. Tbe floor is also of tion of the wide distribution of tbe
TRAPPE PA.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
W. Refly, Harrisburg; J. Simpson Africa
cement. The room is only 12 by 14 crop in tliis State.—New York Times.
Huntingdon ; Henry S. Eckert, Reading ; Ed
Estimates for work furnished upon application, mund S. Doty, Mifflintown ; W. W. H. Davis
Of the best material and manulaeture, at
feet, but is large enough for thirty
and contracts taken. A ll orders will be attended Doylestown ; R. E. Monaghan, West Chester.
to promptly.
jan.l ,’85,tf.
Bed maple will grow on any soil, but
EVERY MORNING.
cows. At one end a door opens into a
cellar, 7 by 12, used for storing butter seldom makes a large tree unless in
UDWARD DAVID,
P A T E N T S
in summer. There are two windows moist ground.
Obtained and all P A T E N T BU SIN E SS attend and tbe temperature for curing the
Black of cherry birch will grow on
to PRO M P T L Yand for M O D E R A T E F E E S
PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER, edOur
cream
is
easily
regulated
in
summer
by
the
poorest rocky soil ; good for orna
ojfice is opposite the U. 8. Patent Officeand we can obtain patents in less time than opening door or windows. No fire is
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
mental
planting.
Different flavors, during the Season now open
those remote from Washington.
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
Send model or drawing. We advise as to used at any time. A well in one corner
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
Bud
pine
is
a
fine
tree
for
light
lands
;
short notice, on reasonable terms.
o f work in the line of painting, graining, and patentability free of charge ; and we make no with a chain pump supplies water in
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer charge unless patent is secured.
of rapid growth, and desirable as an
We
refer,
here,
to
the
Postmaster,
the
Supt.
of
fully furnished upon application.
summer, and there is a small stream of
ornamental tree.
Money Order Div., and to officials of the U. S.
Patent Office. For circular, advice, terms and running spring water for winter use.
All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
to actual clients in your own State or The room is cool in summer and does
Locust does well on comparatively
TSAAC LATSHAW,
figures.
County, write to
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
thin
soils,
although
in
some
sections
it
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
not
freeze
in
winter.—
Correspondence
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C
WHIPS,
is troubled with tbe borer.
o
f
Country
Gentleman.
to be m ade. Cut th is o ut and
TOP-COVERS,
re tu rn to us, and we w ill sen
Pignut hickory is one of the best of
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
you fre e , som ething of g reu t
IM PO RTED CO LLARS.
vai c and im portance to you, SHALL WE STICK TO THE FARM? timber trees, useful and ornamental,

H O RSE

GOODS ! !

A D V B R T I S R

ENTERPRISE

The Union Trust Co.,

H FTR O V LD EN OE

MARBLE WORKS!

IN D E P E N D E N T ”;®

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

£«_ : .

J,

'

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

BAKERY !

— COLLEGEVILLE—

PULL STOCK OP

R o lle r M ills ! H A R N E S S !

J.

H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Detwiler’s, Upper Proviieace Spare.
RUNNING
IC E C R E A M !
NIGHT
AND DAY !
STILL BEHIND
WITH ORDERS FOR
FLOUR.

re fe re n c e

P ater a i Papr Haier,

Contracts made and estimates furnished, and
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction.
28jytf

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER

th a t w ill a ta r i you in business
'•’hieh will tilin g you in mo
m oney r ig h t aw ay than any
th in g else in th is w orld. A ny one can do th e v.or’
and live a t hom e. E ith e r sex ; all ages. Somr
th in g new, th a t Ju st coins m oney for all w orker
W e w ill s ta r t you ; c a p ita l n o t needed. T his
one or the g en u in e , im p o rtan t chances of a lire,
tim e . T hose who a r e am bitious and e n te rp risin g
w ill n o t d elay. G rand outfit free. A ddress
T r ue & Co., A ugusta, Marne.

C O L L E O E V IL L E MOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet ior
sale at reasonable prices.

MRS. E. D. LACHMAN,

C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
making. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep

M RS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making

Sk .

minted
Agents to Sell
tbe HISTORY of

B LA C K

PHALANX.
No eompetitioo. Tbe A n t o f Hp
kind to record ftp pernees of the
N ran o S old i su* during f t* voso

»
1 7 7 6 ,18111861-65. H e llibrary
it

plot« w ithout it. Soils foot to
Whites and Blacks. Big profits.
Aren ts report SO to «0 sales per
week. Don’t m iss th is chance to
m ake money. Bend for olreulars
and U hovaltenas, o r gl.OOfor out
fit. Distance no bindoraneo, as all
freights are paid. Mention paper.

AMERICAN PUB’ S CO

H artford,

Boato n ,

Cincinnati,

9TptLovu». _____

Unquestionably, yes I True, tbe re
wards of farm life are not tbe unmixed
independence and honor and plenty
pictured by the optimistic political
orators of the fairs ; but on the other
hand the life is by no means that of un
relieved toil and grind, disappointment
and poverty, depicted by the pessi
mists who are unfortunately so consti
tuted that the dark side of any situ
ation always presents itself to them
first, and remains with then) to the
last. I t is not free froqa care, anxiety
or labor, but we know of »0 oftey life
that is more so ï and for the portion of
these that do not accompany it, it
furnishes more and better compensa
tion than any other. To idlers and
ease takers it offers no -inducements,

Wm.J. THOMPSON,
BEEF,

VEAL,=
But
the
feed
is
White ash is a tree of thè first order
for timber, makes a fine roadside tree, piling up and no
:MUTT0N
M bG.Detwiler.
but is late in coming into leaf.
Sugar maple is good as a forest or place to store it.
ornamental tree ; will do as well on
must be sold. M
rocky hillside, when once established. It
WM. J. THOMPSON,
American chestnuts does well on any Send in your or
soil that is well drained, good for tim
ber plantations, park, or roadside.
ders without de
ATTENTION!
All the large growing thorns from
WORKING
CLASSES!™
URS.
J,
N.
and
J.
B.
IIOBENSAl
K,
It will be to
fine fringes al°Bg the borders of wood lay.
lands or parks are attrapfiye jo fruit or
your advantage to
fiowerWestern catapa is highly priced on
do so.
account of its rapid growth and its dur
ability ; fine also as an ornamental
21jy
E. PAIST, Collegeville, Penoa. by mail strictly confidential.
tree.

stout growing on poor lands.

Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.

5

ean live a t homo, ami m ake m ore m oney a t
w ork for us, th an a t a n y th in g else in th is
w<>ri<l, C apital not needed ; you are sta rte d
free. Both sexes ; ail ages. Any one cun do the
work. L arg e e a rn in g s su re from first sta rt. ( Most
ly o utfit and term s tre e . B e tter not delay. Costs
you n o thing to send i s y o u r a idress and find out ;
if you are w ise you w ill do so a t once. H. H a li .ett
& C o.. P o rtla n d . M aine.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
d a y , Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

LOWER PROVIDENCE. PA.

___ __ I

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL OFFICES.
40 Years Est-ablisled.
3 0 0 N . S e c o n d S t . . P h l l a d ’a , P a .
Regular Registered Physicians ; and are still
engaged in the treatment and cure of all cases
of nervous debility and special diseases. Office
hours from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m ., and from 5 to 9
p. m. Closed on Sundays. Consultation also

pared

_______

__

now p rei

furnish all «‘lassos w ith em ploym ent a t
w hole of th e tim e, «*r for th eir sp are m o
m ents B usiness new , lig h t and p ro fitab le. P e r
sons of e itn e r s«x «asily ea rn from 50 « •1»ts to $d.< 0
JH
H ............
p er Jev
ening
and ...a p ro p o.....
rtio n al.su m by_ ilevo1ing
aFl th eii tim e to th e b u s in e ss . Bovs and g h ia earn
nearlv a s much as m en. T h a t all wir» see th is m ay
send ih e ir ad d ress, ami te s t th e business, we m ake
th is offer To suoli a s ar-‘ not w ell satisfied we
will send one d o llar to pay for th e tro u b le ot w rit
ing. F ull p a rtic u la rs and o u tfit free. A ddress
GVOBqjc STINSON $ Co., F o rtla u d , Marne.
id

home* th e

